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UNIT 6

COMPANY AUDITOR

Structure
6.1
Introduction
6.2. Who is an Auditor?
6.3. Appointment of Company Auditor
6.4. Removal of Auditor
6.5
Eligibility, Qualifications and Disqualifications of an Auditor
6.6. Disqualifications of Auditors of a Company
6.7. Powers / Rights of Auditors
6.8. Duties of Auditors
6.9. Let Us Sum Up
6.10. Key Terms Used
6.11. Self-assessment Questions
6.12. Further Readings
6.0

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After reading the unit, you will understand
 Who is an Auditor?
 Eligibility, Qualification and Disqualification of an Auditor.
 What are the duties and Rights of an Auditor?
6.1. INTRODUCTION
The business of a Sole trading concern or a Partnership firm is managed by the
owners themselves, whereas in the case of a company the ownership and the
management vest in different persons. The shareholders, who are the owners of the
company, have no right to take part in the management of a business. The affairs of
joint-stock companies are managed by directors. To ensure that the money invested by
the shareholders is managed properly, the audit is compulsory under the Companies Act
for all types of companies, whether public or private. The emphasis of all these
regulations is that the auditor should be independent. Hence, the appointment of an
auditor, his powers, his duties, etc., are governed by rules given in the Act.
According to Sec. 224 of the Companies Act 1956, every company shall appoint
an auditor to audit its books of accounts. The Companies Act 2013 has also made the
audit of accounts of companies in India compulsory. After the completion of an audit,
the auditor has to submit his report to the shareholders of the company. The
shareholders do not take part in the day to day management of the company. The
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auditor acts as an agent of the shareholders. The position of the auditor is therefore very
vital. He reports to the shareholders about the finances of the company.
The auditor of a company has statutory power and duties under the Companies
Act 2013. “An auditor is a watchdog, not a bloodhound. Like a dog should bark and
chase when something is found wrong. The same duty of the auditor is to verify and
detect, but he must go deep if suspicion arises. His business is to ascertain and state the
true financial position of the Company at the time of the audit, and his duty is confined
to that. He should do so by examining the books of the Company.
PAYTM BANK AND ITS AUDIT
The RBI directed on March 11, 2022, for Paytm Payments Bank, immediately
stop the onboarding of new customers. The bank is taking immediate steps to comply
with RBI directions, including the appointment of a reputed external auditor to conduct
a comprehensive system audit of its IT systems. It can onboard new customers subject
to specific permission by the RBI after reviewing the audit report.
According to sources, the RBI’s concerns stemmed from various deficiencies within the
bank over the last few years. A recent supervisory inspection at Paytm found more such
lacunae regarding KYC and customer onboarding, and the problems are understood to
have persisted despite repeated assurances from the bank.
Further, Mr Vijay Shekhar Sharma, founder & CEO of Paytm, and One97
Communications together own Paytm Payments Bank, which has over 58 million
account holders. Sharma is the chairman of Paytm Payments Bank; Satish Kumar
Gupta is its managing director & chief executive officer.

It is observed by ICAI that Chartered accountants play a vital role in monitoring
finances of and ensuring financial discipline in business, more particularly in
Companies registered under the Companies Act, 2013. It is their responsibility to
discharge their duties so that the shareholder's interests are adequately protected. If
those professionals fail to perform their duties in the manner required of them, such
failure would not be merely a case of serious misconduct on the part of a professional
but also prejudices the trust that society has reposed in those professionals about the
competent discharge of duties entrusted to them'.
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6.2.

WHO IS AN AUDITOR

A person who conducts an audit is an "Auditor”. An auditor is a professional that
accumulates and evaluates evidence to report whether the company complies with the
established set of procedures or standards. An auditor may function as an employee or
an independent professional.
Internal Auditor: When the auditor works for the organization, he or she is usually
referred to as an Internal Auditor. The internal auditor often conducts periodic audits
that may encompass several areas on a rotating basis. As an example, the internal
auditor may focus on the manufacturing process during one quarter of the year, while
devoting a second quarter to evaluating the financial record keeping of the company.
Internal audit helps in the early detection of errors and frauds, quick
presentation of accounts and reports, provides advisory services to management,
benefits staff members and provides for proper coordination and control. Further, the
drawbacks of internal audit are it involves high cost, unsuitable for small
organizations, lack of expertise, and conflicts between internal audit staff and other
staff.
 An audit is conducted internally i.e., by the management to ensure that the
company complies with the policies, procedures and principles.
 The person who conducts an internal audit is called an Internal Auditor, who is
appointed by the management. The scope of work, powers and duties of an
internal auditor are determined by the management.
 Internal Auditor need not be a qualified Chartered Accountant and is
remunerated in the form of salary as he is an employee of the company.
 The internal auditor has to submit an Internal Audit report to the management.
External Auditor / Statutory Auditor: Often, the internal auditor will set a schedule
to ensure that audits are conducted on each critical portion of the company at least once
per calendar. So many acts require the organizations to get their accounts audited by an
independent external agency. This independent external agency is known as the
External Auditor of the organization. The external auditor has to check the accounts
of the organization, and their compliance with various rules and regulations. To be fair
and equitable, an external auditor should familiarize himself with the nature of the
business he is auditing before starting the job.
 An audit is conducted externally i.e., by the shareholders to examine the
accuracy of the books of accounts, records and financial statements.
 The person who conducts an external audit is called a Statutory or External
Auditor who is appointed by the shareholders of the company. The scope of
work, powers and duties of a statutory auditor are determined by the Companies
Act.
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 A statutory Auditor should be a qualified Chartered Accountant and is
remunerated in the form of audit fees as he is an independent person.
 Statutory Auditor submits Statutory Audit report to the shareholders of the
company.
The Institute of Chartered Accountants (ICAI), the National Financial
Reporting Authority (NFRA), the Ministry for Corporate Affairs (MCA), the
Reserve Bank of India (RBI) and the Securities and Exchange Board of India
(SEBI) as it comes to Appointment, Supervision and Regulation of Auditors.
6.3.

APPOINTMENT OF COMPANY AUDITOR

Appointment of first Auditor [Section 139(6) of Companies Act, 2013]
 As per section 139(6), the first auditor will be appointed.
 The first auditor shall be appointed by the board of directors within one month
of the date of registration of the company.
 The first auditor so appointed shall hold office until the conclusion of the first
Annual General Meeting.
 The appointment of the first auditor should be by valid resolution at the board
meeting. Merely naming in the Article of Association will not be recognized as
an appointment under the act.
 In case the board does not exercise its power in this regard, the board shall
inform members of the company who shall appoint the first auditor within 90
days at an extraordinary general meeting.
6.4.

REMOVAL OF AUDITOR
(a) Removal of Auditor before the Expiry of his/her Term
(b) Resignation by Auditor
(c) Requirement of Special Notice

Removal of Auditor before the Expiry of his/her Term
 Previous approval from the Central Government must be obtained within 30
days of passing the Board resolution.
 The company shall hold the general meeting within 60 days of receipt of
approval of CG for passing the special resolution.
 Before taking any action for removal, the auditor shall be given a reasonable
opportunity of being heard.
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IL & FS AND STATUTORY AUDITOR
In India, the failure of corporate houses such as the list includes IL&FS, Jet
Airways, and Café Coffee Day, amongst others. Further, with the recent history of
multiple audits, finance and governance failures such as Yes Bank, PMC Bank, and
DHFL amongst others, the time is ripe for India to graduate to the next level of
corporate governance.
The case of IL&FS auditors is very similar. India’s National Financial Reporting
Authority (NFRA), the independent regulator for auditing profession and accounting
standards, recently declared the appointment of Deloitte as the statutory auditor of
IL&FS Financial Services an illegal act. The main charge relates to ineligibility due to
conflict of interest and that Deloitte was not eligible to be appointed as it violated Sec
141(3)(e) (subsisting business relationships on the date of appointment) and Sec
141(3)(i) (provision of non-audit services directly or indirectly) of the Companies Act,
2013v. This followed a previous order of NFRA imposing a 7-year ban and a monetary
penalty of Rs. 25 lakhs on Deloitte’s former CEO for professional misconduct,
specifically highlighting that independence of mind and appearance of the statutory
audit was compromised and noting a serious lapse in the discharge of duties, intentional
recklessness, and collusive behaviour to a fraudulent presentation of the financial
statements.
Source: Business Line
Resignation by Auditor
When an auditor resigns, he is required to file a statement in the prescribed form. The
statement shall indicate the reasons & other facts as may be relevant concerning his
resignation. The statement shall be filed with:
 The Company
 The Registrar
 CAG in the case of a Government Company.
The statement shall be filed within 30 days from the date of resignation.
Requirement of Special Notice
 At an Annual General Body Meeting (AGM), special notice shall be required
for: (a) Appointing as auditor a person other than the retiring auditor, or (b)
Providing expressly that the retiring auditor shall not be reappointed.
 On the receipt of notice of such a resolution, the company shall forthwith send a
copy thereof to the retiring auditor.
 A retiring auditor is entitled to make a representation against his removal. The
representation shall be in writing & shall be sent to the company.
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 He may request the company to circulate the representation to the members of
the company.
 If a copy of the representation is not sent because it was received too late or
because of the company’s default, then the auditor may require that the
representation shall be read out at the meeting. A copy of the representation
shall be filed with the registrar.
6.5.

ELIGIBILITY, QUALIFICATIONS AND DISQUALIFICATIONS OF
AN AUDITOR

The provision of section 141 of the Companies Act, 2013 provides for Eligibility,
Qualifications and Disqualifications of Auditors of the company. This section
corresponds to section 226 of the Companies Act, 1956 i.e. Qualifications and
disqualifications of auditors. Section 141 of CA 2013 has come into force on 1st April
2014.
Eligibility and Qualifications of Auditors of a Company
 Chartered Accountants (CA): A person shall be eligible for appointment as an
auditor of a company only if he is a chartered accountant. The term “chartered
accountant" means a chartered accountant as defined in clause (b) of subsection
(1) of section 2 of the Chartered Accountants Act, 1949 who holds a valid
certificate of practice under sub-section (1) of section 6 of that Act.
That means Chartered Accountants holding a certificate of practice
(CoP) can only be appointed as an auditor of a company. In other words, an
auditor must be a member of ICAI and he should also hold a valid COP.
 A firm of Chartered Accountants (CA Firm): A firm of Chartered
Accountants is qualified for appointment as an auditor of a company where a
majority of partners practice in India. CA firm may be appointed by its firm
name to be an auditor of a company. Thus the eligibility requirement that a firm
could be appointed as an auditor, only if all the partners practising in India are
qualified for the appointment has now been changed under the New Companies
Act, 2013.
In other words, there is no need to practice in India by all partners of a
CA firm as required under the Companies Act, 1956. Accordingly, if a majority
of partners of a CA firm practise in India, the firm shall be eligible to be
appointed as an auditor in a company.
 Limited Liability Partnership (LLP): A Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)
may also be appointed as an auditor of a company. However, only the partners
who are chartered accountants shall be authorized to act and sign on behalf of
the LLP firm. Thus, A person shall be appointed as an auditor if he is a
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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chartered accountant within the meaning of the Chartered Accountants Act,
1949 and holds a valid certificate of practice and acting in a capacity as:
(a) Individual
(b) Partnership Firm
(c) Limited Liability partnership
It has been further provided that only partners who are Chartered Accountants will
be authorized to sign on behalf of the firm.
6.6.

DISQUALIFICATIONS OF AUDITORS OF A COMPANY

According to Provisions of Section 141(3) of the Companies Act, 2013, the
following persons shall not be eligible as auditors of the company: (a) Body Corporate: A body corporate other than a limited liability partnership
registered under the Limited Liability Partnership Act, 2008 shall not be eligible
for appointment as an auditor of a company.
(b) Officer or Employee: An officer or employee of the company shall not be
eligible for appointment as an auditor of a company.
(c) Partner or Employee: A person who is a partner, or who is in the employment,
of an officer or employee of the company shall not be eligible for appointment
as an auditor of a company.
(d) Relative or Partner: The following person including his relatives or partners
shall also not be eligible for appointment as an auditor of a company.
 Security or Interest: A person who, or his relative or partner is holding any
security of or interest in the company or its subsidiary, or of its holding or
associate company or a subsidiary of such holding company. . It has been
further provided that relative may hold security or interest in the company of
face value not exceeding one lac rupees.
 Indebted to Company: A person who, or his relative or partner is indebted to
the company, or its subsidiary, or its holding or associate company or a
subsidiary of such holding company, over Rs. 5, 00,000.
 Guarantee or Security: A person who, or his relative or partner has given a
guarantee nor provided any security in connection with the Indebtedness of any
third person to the company or its subsidiary, or its holding or associate
company or a subsidiary of such holding company for value over Rs. 1 lacs.
(e) Business Relationship: A person or a firm who (whether directly or indirectly)
has a business relationship with the company, or its subsidiary or its holding or
associate company or subsidiary of such holding company or associate company
shall not be eligible for appointment as an auditor of a company. Here the
business relationship shall be interpreted as any transactions entered into for a
commercial purpose except) –
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Nature of Professional Services: Commercial transactions which are like
professional services are permitted to be rendered by an auditor or audit firm by
the professional bodies regulated by such members.
 Ordinary Course of Business: Commercial transactions which are in the
ordinary course of business of the company at arm's length price – like; sale of
products or services to the auditor, as a customer, in the ordinary course of
business, by companies engaged in the business of telecommunications, airlines,
hospitals, hotels and such other similar businesses.
(f) Director of KMP: A person whose relative is a director or is in the
employment of the company as a director or Key Managerial Personnel (KMP)
shall not be eligible for appointment as an auditor of a company.
(g) Full-time Employment and Audit Limit: A person who is in full-time
employment elsewhere or a person or a partner of a firm holding appointment as
its auditor, if such persons or partner is at the date of such appointment or
reappointment holding appointment as auditor of more than 20 companies shall
not be eligible for appointment as an auditor of a company.
(h) Convicted by Court: A person who has been convicted by a court of an
offence involving fraud and a period of 10 years has not elapsed from the date
of such conviction.
(i) Consulting and Specialised Services: Any person, who’s subsidiary or
associate company or any other form of entity, is engaged as on the date of
appointment in consulting and specialised services as provided in section 144.
Other Disqualifications
(j) If a partner is disqualified, then the firm will automatically be disqualified,
(k) In case of insolvency or unsound mind, a person ceases to be a member of ICAI,
so he will automatically be disqualified for an appointment as an auditor.
Vacation of Office by an Auditor of a Company [Section 141(4)]
Further according to Provisions of Section 141(4) of the Companies Act, 2013, where a
Person appointed as auditor of the company incurs any of the disqualification
mentioned in Section 141(3) of the Companies Act, 2013 after his appointment, he shall
vacate his office as such auditor and such vacancy shall be deemed to be a casual
vacancy in the office of the auditor.
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6.7.

POWERS / RIGHTS OF AUDITORS

The auditor will have access to books of accounts and vouchers, not only to
those kept at the registered office of the company but also to those kept at any other
place. Such access shall be available at all times. Also, the auditor of a holding
company shall have access to the books of all of its subsidiary companies to consolidate
of financial statements of the holding company and its subsidiaries. As per the
provisions contained in the Companies Act 2013, the following rights have been given
to enable him to discharge his duties properly:
1. Right to access
Every auditor of a company shall have the right to access at all times to book of
accounts and vouchers of the company. The Auditor shall be entitled to require from
officers of the company such information and explanation as he may consider necessary
for performance Auditing and corporate governance of his duties. There is an inclusive
list of matters for which the auditor shall seek information and explanation. The list
includes issues related to:
(a) Loans and Advances made by the Company: Auditor shall inquire into
"whether loans and advances made by the company based on security have been
properly secured and whether the terms on which they have been made are not
prejudicial to the interest of the company or its members." It applies to all loans
and advances made based on security. The auditor should verify that the
security held against the loans and advances made by the company are legally
enforceable and also ascertain the valuation of securities to see whether the loan
is fully secured or partially secured.
(b) Transactions represented by book entries: The auditor is required to inquire
"whether the transactions of the company which are represented merely by book
entries are not prejudicial to the interests of the company”. He should verify all
book-entry transactions and determine whether such transactions have taken
place and are not prejudicial to the interest of the company.
(c) Sale of investments: The auditor should inquire, “whether so much of the
assets of the company (except an investment company or a banking company)
as consists of shares debentures and other securities have been sold at a price
less than that at which they were purchased by the company". An auditor must
verify the cases where securities are sold at a price less than their cost of
acquisition and if he finds that such sale is bona fide the price realized is
considered to be reasonable, having regard to the circumstances of each case, no
further reporting is required.
(d) Loans and Advances shown as deposits: Auditor must verify "whether loans
and advances made by the company have been shown as deposits”. The auditor
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must inquire in respect of all the deposits shown by the company and satisfy
himself that the loans and advances have not been shown as deposits.
(e) Charging of Personal expenses to revenue account: The auditor should
inquire as to "whether personal expenses have been charged to revenue
account”. An auditor must ensure that no personal expenses of directors and
officers of the company have been charged to the revenue account.
(f) Allotment of shares for cash: The auditor should inquire as to "whether cash
has been received in respect of shares stated to have been allotted for cash and if
no cash has been so received, whether the position as stated in the account
books and balance sheet is correct, regular and not misleading”. In this
connection, an auditor must ensure in respect of shares allotted in cash by the
company that cash has been received in respect of such allotment by the
company.
2. Right to obtain information and explanation from Officers
This right of the auditor to obtain from the officers of the company such information
and explanations, as he may think necessary for the performance of his duties as
auditor, is a wide and important power. In the absence of such power, the auditor would
not be able to obtain details of the amount collected by the directors, etc. from any
other company, firm or may person as well as of any benefits in kind derived by the
directors from the company, which not be known from an examination of the books. It
is for the auditor to decide the matters in respect of which information and explanations
are required by him. When the auditor is not provided with the information required by
him or is denied access to books, etc. his only remedy would be to report to the
members that he could not obtain all the information and explanations he had required
or considered necessary for the performance of his duties as auditors.
3. Right to receive notices and to attend General Meeting
It is a prime requirement under section 146, that the company must send all notices and
communication to the auditor, relating to any general meeting, and he shall attend the
meeting either through himself or through his representative, who shall also be an
auditor. Such an auditor must be given a reasonable opportunity to speak at the meeting
on any part of the business which concerns him as the auditor.
4. Right to report to the members of the company on the accounts examined
by him
The auditor shall make a report to the members of the company on the accounts
examined by him and on every financial statement which is required by or under this
Act to be laid before the company in general meeting and the report shall after taking
into account the provisions of this Act, the accounting and auditing standards and
matters which are required to be included in the audit report under the provisions of this
Act or any rules made thereunder or under any order made under this section and to the
best of his information and knowledge, the said accounts, financial statements give a
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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true and fair view of the state of the company's affairs as at the end of its financial year
and profit or loss and cash flow for the year and such other matters as may be
prescribed.
5. Right to sign audit reports
The auditor of the company shall sign the auditor's report or sign or certify any other
document of the company and financial transactions or matters, which have any adverse
effect on the functioning of the company mentioned in the auditor's report shall be read
before the company in general meeting and shall be open to inspection by any member
of the company.
6. Right to remuneration
On completion of his work, an auditor is entitled to his remuneration. The rights of the
auditor cannot be limited or abridged either by articles or resolutions of the members.
The remuneration of the auditor of a company shall be fixed in its general meeting or
such manner as may be determined therein. It must include the expenses, if any,
incurred by the auditor in connection with the audit of the company and any facility
extended to him but does not include any remuneration paid to him for any other
service rendered by him at the request of the company.
7. Right to be mentioned in Company Prospectus
As per section 26, the company must mention in their prospectus the name, address and
consent of the auditors of the company.
8. Right to inspect Branch Accounts
According to section 143(8), where the accounts of any branch office are audited by a
person other than the company's auditor, the company's auditor shall be entitled to visit
the branch office, if he deems it necessary to do so for the performance of his duties as
an auditor. He shall also have access at all times to the books, accounts and vouchers of
the company maintained at the branch office. However, in the case of banking
companies having a branch office outside India, it shall be sufficient, if the auditor is
allowed access to such copies of, and extracts from, the books and accounts of the
branch as having been transmitted to the principal office in India.
9. Right to Lien
In terms of the general principles of law, any person having the lawful possession of
somebody else's property, on which he has worked, may retain the property for nonpayment of his dues on account of the work done on the property. On this premise, an
auditor can exercise a lien on books and documents placed in his possession by the
client for non-payment of fees, for work done on the books and documents.
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Powers of Comptroller and Auditor General of India in Case Government
Company
In the case of a Government Company, the Audit Report among other things shall
include the directions, if any, issued by the Comptroller and Auditor-General of India
(CAG), the action taken and the impact thereof on the Company's accounts and
financial statement.
The CAG shall have a right to conduct a supplementary audit of the financial statement
of the company and comment upon or supplement such audit report within 60 days
from the date of receipt of the audit report u/s 143 (5). Provided that any comments
given by the CAG upon, or supplement to the audit report shall be sent by the company
to every person entitled to copies of audited financial statements u/s 136 (1) and also be
placed before the annual general meeting of the company at the same time and in the
same manner as the audit report.
The CAG may, by an order, cause a test audit to be conducted of the accounts of a
company covered us 139 (5) or 139 (7) and the provisions of section 19A of the
Comptroller and Auditor-General's (Duties, Powers and Conditions of Service) Act,
1971, shall apply to the report of such test audit
6.8.

DUTIES OF AUDITORS

The duties of a company auditor under the Companies Act 2013 may be discussed
under the following heads:
1. Duty of Auditor to Inquire on certain matters: The auditor must inquire into
the following matters:
(a) whether loans and advances made by the company based on security
have been properly secured and whether the terms on which they have
been made are prejudicial to the interests of the company or its
members;
(b) whether transactions of the company which are represented merely by
book entries are prejudicial to the interests of the company;
(c) where the company not being an investment company or a banking
company, whether so much of the assets of the company consist of
shares, debentures and other securities have been sold at a price less than
that at which they were purchased by the company;
(d) whether loans and advances made by the company have been shown as
deposits;
(e) whether personal expenses have been charged to the revenue account;
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(f) Where it is stated in the books and documents of the company that any
shares have been allotted for cash, whether cash has been received in
respect of such allotment, and if no cash has been so received, whether
the position as stated in the account books and the balance sheet is
correct, regular and not misleading.
2. Duty to make Audit report: Section 143 (2) requires the auditor to make a
report to the members of the company on the accounts examined by him and on
every financial statement which is required to be laid in the general meeting of
the company. The Audit report should state that to the best of his information
and knowledge, the said accounts and financial statements give a true and fair
view of the state of the company's affairs at the end of the financial year and the
profit or loss and the cash flow for the year and such other matters as may be
prescribed.
Section 143 (3) lay down that auditor's report shall also state other details
which are as under:
(a) Whether he has sought and obtained all the information and explanations which
were necessary and if not, the details thereof and the effect of such information
on the financial statements.
(b) Whether, in his opinion, proper books of account as required by law have been
kept by the company and proper returns adequate for his audit have been
received from branches not visited by him
(c) Whether the branch audit report prepared by a person other than the company's
auditor has been sent to him.
(d) Whether the company's balance sheet and profit and loss account dealt with in
the report agree with the books of account and returns.
(e) Whether, in his opinion, the financial statements comply with the accounting
standards. (f) The observations or comments of the auditors on financial
transactions or matters which have any adverse effect on the functioning of the
company.
(f) Whether any director is disqualified from being appointed as a director under
section 164 (2)
(g) Any qualification, reservation or adverse remark relating to the maintenance of
accounts and other matters connected therewith.
(h) Whether the company has an adequate internal financial controls system in
place and the operating effectiveness of such controls.
3. Duty to comply with Auditing Standards: According to sections 143 (9) &
(10), every auditor must comply with the auditing standards. While the Central
Government prescribes the Auditing Standards or addendums thereto, it shall
consult with and make recommendations of the Institute of Chartered
Accountants of India (ICAI) the National Financial Reporting Authority
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(NFRA). Till such time the Auditing Standards are notified by the Central
Government, the auditing standards specified by the ICAI are deemed to be the
audit.
4. Duty of auditors of Government Company: The auditor of the government
company will be appointed by the Comptroller and Auditor-General of India
and such auditor shall act according to the directions given by them. He must
submit a report to them which should include the action taken by him and its
impact on accounts and the financial statement of the company. The
Comptroller and Audit-General of India shall within 60 days of receipt of the
report have the right to (a) conduct a supplementary audit and (b) comment
upon or supplement such audit report. The Comptroller and Audit-General of
India may cause a test audit to be conducted of the accounts of such a company.
5. Duty to report on Fraud: If an auditor of a company, in the course of the
performance of his duties as auditor, has reason to believe that an offence
involving fraud has been committed against the company by officers or
employees of the company, he shall immediately report the matter to the Central
Government within such time and in such manner as may be prescribed.
6. Duty to Winding up: As per section 305, at the time of voluntary winding up
of a company it is a mandatory requirement that the auditor should attach a copy
of the audits of the company prepared by him.
7. Liable to pay damages: As per section 245, the depository and members of the
company have the right to apply to the tribunal if they think that the
management or conduct of the affairs of the company is being conducted in a
manner prejudicial to the interests of the company. They also have the right to
claim damages or compensation from the auditor for any improper or
misleading statement made in his audit report or for any fraudulent or unlawful
conduct.
8. Duty to Branch Audit: Where a company has a branch office, the accounts of
that office shall be audited either by the auditor appointed for the company or
by any other person qualified for an appointment as an auditor of the company.
The branch auditor shall prepare a report on the accounts of the branch
examined by him and send it to the auditor of the company who shall deal with
it in his report in such manner as he considers necessary.
9. Duty to state the reason for qualification or negative report: As per
subsection 4 of section 143, where any of the matters required to be included in
the audit report is answered in the negative or with a qualification, the report
shall state the reasons therefore.
10. Duty to report on any other matter specified by Central Government: The
Central Government may, in consultation with the National Financial Reporting
Authority, by general or special order, direct, in respect of such class or
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description of companies, as may be specified in the order, that the auditor's
report shall also include a statement on such matters as may be specified
therein.
11. Other Duties: Besides the above duties, there are other duties of an auditor to
be performed in course of his audit. These are: (a) the auditor should give all
possible assistance to the inspectors in case of an investigation of the affairs of
the company. (b) In case of an existing company issues a prospectus, it should
contain a statement of profit & losses for the last 5 years showing the rate of
dividends paid for each class of shares for each year and a statement of assets &
liabilities of the company. The auditor must certify all these statements.
6.9. LET US SUM UP
According to Sec. 224 of the Companies Act 1956, every company shall appoint an
auditor to audit its books of accounts. The Companies Act 2013 has also made the audit
of accounts of companies in India compulsory. After the completion of the audit, the
auditor has to submit his report to the shareholders of the company. The auditor of a
company has statutory power and duties under the Companies Act 2013. “An auditor is
a watchdog, not a bloodhound.
The provision of section 141 of the Companies Act, 2013 provides for Eligibility,
Qualifications and Disqualifications of Auditors of the company. This section
corresponds to section 226 of the Companies Act, 1956 i.e. Qualifications and
disqualifications of auditors. Section 141 of CA 2013 has come into force on 1st April
2014. The Rights of an auditor such as: (1). Right to access, (2). Right to obtain
information and explanation from Officers, (3). Right to receive notices and to attend
General Meeting. (4). Right to report to the members of the company on the accounts
examined by him. (5). Right to sign audit reports. (6). Right to remuneration. (7). Right
to be mentioned in Company Prospectus, (8). Right to inspect Branch Accounts. (9).
Right to Lien.
Further, the duties of an Auditor such as follows: (1). Duty of Auditor to Inquire on
certain matters, (2). Duty to make Audit report, (3). Duty to comply with Auditing
Standards, (4). Duty of auditors of Government Company, (5). Duty to report on Fraud,
(6). Duty to Winding up, (7). Liable to pay damages, (8). Duty to Branch Audit, (9).
Duty to state the reason for qualification or negative report, (10). Duty to report
on any other matter specified by Central Government and (11). Other.
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6.10.





KEYWORDS
Auditor: A person who conducts an audit is an "Auditor”. An auditor is a
professional that accumulates and evaluates evidence to report whether the
company complies with the established set of procedures or standards.
Internal auditor: The internal auditor often conducts periodic audits that may
encompass several areas on a rotating basis.
External Auditor: The external auditor has to check the accounts of the
organization, and their compliance with various rules and regulations.

6.11. SELF-ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS
1. Who is an Auditor? What are its Qualifications and Disqualifications?
2. What are the Rights and Duties of an Auditor
6.12. FURTHER READINGS
 Gupta, Kamal and Ashok Arora. “Fundamentals of Auditing”, Tata Mc-Graw
Hill Publishing Co. Ltd., New Delhi.
 Jha, Aruna. “Auditing” Taxmann Publications, New Delhi.
 Tandon, B. N., S. Sudharsanam and S. Sundharabahu. “A Handbook of
Practical Auditing”, S. Chand and Co. Ltd., New Delhi.
 Ghatalia, S.V.” Practical Auditing” Allied Publishers Private Ltd., New Delhi.
 Singh, A. K. and Gupta Lovleen. “Auditing Theory and Practice” Galgotia
Publishing Company.
 Ravinder Kumar and Virender Sharma, “Auditing Principles and Practice”, PHI,
New Delhi.
 The Companies Act 2013 (Relevant Sections)
 Relevant Publications of ICAI on Auditing (CARO).
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UNIT: 7

AUDITOR’s REPORT

Structure
7.1. Introduction
7.2. Meaning of Audit Report
7.3. Definition of Audit Report
7.4. Features of Audit Report
7.5. Elements of the Auditors' Report
7.6. Types of Audit Report
7.7. Difference between Clean and Qualified Report
7.8. Importance of Report
7.9. Document verification of Audit Report
7.10. Specimen of Audit Reports
7.11. Audit Certificates
7.12. Difference between Audit Report and Audit Certificate
7.13. Let Us Sum Up
7.14. Key Terms Used
7.15. Self-assessment Questions
7.16. Further Readings
7.17. Self-assessment Questions and Answers
7.0

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After reading the unit, you will understand
 Concept of Audit Report and its types.
 Features and Importance of Audit Report.
 Elements of Audit Report and Specimen of the different Audit Report.
 Audit Certificate and its specimen of Certificate.
7.1.

INTRODUCTION

The Audit Report is nothing but a statement of observation gathered & considered
while proving conclusive evidence of the company's financial position. It is a medium
through which an auditor expresses his opinion on the financial statement under audit.
It is an important part of the audit as it provides the results of the audit conducted by
the auditor.
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7.2.

MEANING OF AUDIT REPORT

An Audit report is the end product of the auditing. It is the concluding part of the
audit process as an auditor has to go through the following three phases while
conducting an audit.

(a)Preliminary
work for Audit

Conduct of
actual Audit

(a)Conclusion
of audit,
which means
submission of
Audit Report.

According to the Companies Act, 2013 the auditor should use the words "True and
Fair', in his audit report. Therefore it is also essential that the annual accounts of the
company give a fair description of the company. The find out whether the accounts are
true and fair the auditor should look into the following issues
(i)
Adequate books of accounts have been maintained by the company or not.
(ii)
The books of accounts maintained by the company give a true and clear
view of the business or not.
(iii) Whether the company has received the accrued income or not, if the same
has been received then whether it has been recorded adequately or not.
(iv)
The expenses incurred by the company are related to the company or not
and whether those expenses are appropriate and authorized or not.
(v)
Capital and Revenue expenses have been recorded separately or not.
(vi)
Whether the expenditure incurred by the management and officials is
appropriate or not.
(vii) Appropriate provision for known as well as contingent liabilities has been
made or not.
(viii) Required assets have been valued appropriately or not.
(ix)
Assets should be valued correctly, neither more nor less.
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(x)
(xi)

Income and expenses of the previous year if included in the profit and loss
account should be disclosed separately.
The Profit and Loss Account and balance sheet and other documents are
made as per the provisions of the Companies Act or not.

The auditor does not give a hundred per cent guarantee about the accuracy of the
accounts, he only expresses an opinion on them. If the auditor is negligent in expressing
his view, he will be held guilty of negligence.
7.3.

DEFINITION OF AUDIT REPORT

According to Lan Chester "A Report is a statement of collected & considered
facts, so drawn up as to give clear and concise information to persons who are not
already in possession of the full facts of the subject matter of the report."
According to J.B.Ray "The Report shall either contain an expression of opinion
regarding the financial statements taken as a whole or an assertion to the effect that an
opinion cannot be expressed when an overall opinion cannot be expressed, the reason,
therefore, should be stated. In all cases, where auditor's name is associated with
financial statements the report should contain a clear cut indication of the character of
the auditor's examination if any, and the degree of responsibility he is taking."
Joseph Lancaster has defined an audit report as follows, “Report is a statement of
collected and considered facts, so drawn up as to give clear and concise information to
persons who are not already in possession of the full facts of the subject matter of the
Report.”
NATIONAL FINANCIAL REPORTING AUTHORITY (NFRA):
A NEW REGULATOR OF AUDIT
NFRA was set up by the central government in October 2018. NFRA makes
recommendations to the government on the formulation and laying down of accounting
and auditing policies and standards for adoption by companies or their auditors.
National Financial Reporting Authority (NFRA), the country’s sole independent audit
regulator, has updated its database of companies and their auditors. NFRA has produced
since 2018 on IL&FS Financial Services (I-Fin), IL&FS Transportation Networks and
Jaiprakash Associates, causing quite a flutter as they called out the sub-standard audit
practices followed by well-known audit firms such as Deloitte Haskins & Sells and
Rajendra K Goel & Co.
According to Section 143 of the Companies Act, 2013 after the completion of an audit
the auditor has to issue a report relating to the accounts, Profits and Loss Account,
Balance Sheet and relevant documents, which is presented by the company in the
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General Meeting. Therefore after the completion of the audit, the auditor presents a
report, in which he states his observations as a result of the verifications and his
conclusions on the same. This report is known as the audit report. In this way, the audit
report is the end product of each audit. It is the medium through which the auditor
expresses his views on the yearly accounts and other details.
7.4.


















FEATURES OF AUDIT REPORT
The report is a summary of the verification conducted by the auditor.
The report also gives details of all the conclusions that the auditor concludes after
the verification activities.
If required, the auditor also gives his views along with the issues in the report.
The report has to be signed by the auditor.
Concrete and precise information is received from the report.
The language of the report should be easy and ordinary.
The report should be divided into paragraphs.
The report should be addressed to those people, for whom the audit is done, e.g.,
the report of a company should be addressed to the members.
The auditor should not give any advice unless he has been asked for advice.
The auditor should refer to all those documents, details and comments that were
used by him during the audit.
In the case of a qualified report, the qualifications should be mentioned very
clearly.
The report should be imparted and unbiased, and the mistakes in the books of
accounts should be stated clearly.
The criticism stated in the report should not be such as to harm any particular
person.
The report should be as brief as possible, without omitting any important facts.
It is not desirable to use words having more than one meaning, in the report.
At the end of the report, the signature of the auditor should be on the left-hand side
and the word Chartered Accountant should be written below it.
On the right-hand side at the end of the report, the place and date should be written.
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7.5.

ELEMENTS OF THE AUDITORS' REPORT

The audit report should contain the following basic elements in it:
1. Title of the Report: The title of the report should be appropriate i.e., Auditor's
Report, Cost Auditor's Report, etc. It enables the readers to identify the auditor's
report and also distinguish it from the reports of others such as the director's
report, accountant's report, etc.
2. Addressee: The auditor's report should be addressed to the person to whom it
should be forwarded. Generally, it is submitted to the person who appoints the
auditor. Hence, the addressee is a person who appoints the auditor and to whom
the report is forwarded. In the case of the statutory audit of a company, it is the
shareholders who are the addressee.
3. Opening / Introductory Paragraph: It consists of the identification of the
following aspects:
(a) Financial Statements Audited: Financial statements are identified by
name of the company and the period covered by the financial statements.
(b) Clear Marking of Responsibility between the Management and the
Auditor: It should state clearly that the financial statements are the
responsibility of the entity's management and that the responsibility of
the auditor is to express an opinion thereon.
4. Scope Paragraph: The scope paragraph should specify the nature and scope of
the work performed by the auditor. It should state that the audit was conducted
as per the auditing standards generally accepted in India and that the audit was
planned and performed to obtain assurance that the financial statements are free
of material misstatement. Then it should specifically describe the audit as
including – an examination, on a test basis, of evidence supporting the financial
statements, assessment of accounting principles followed and of significant
estimates made by the management, and overall evaluation of financial
statement presentation. Besides, it should also state that the audit provides a
reasonable basis for the auditor's opinion.
5. Management's Responsibility for the Financial Statements: The auditor's
report shall describe management's responsibility for the preparation of the
financial statements in the manner in which that responsibility is described in
the terms of their audit engagement. The description shall include an
explanation that management is responsible for the preparation of the financial
statements following the applicable financial reporting framework; this
responsibility includes the design, implementation and maintenance of internal
control relevant to the preparation of financial statements that are free from
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
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6. Auditor's Responsibility: The auditor's report shall state that the responsibility
of the auditor is to express an opinion on the financial statements based on the
audit. The auditor's report shall state that the audit was conducted following
Standards on Auditing issued by the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India.
The auditor's report shall also explain that those Standards require that the
auditor complies with ethical requirements and that the auditor plan and perform
the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements
are free from material misstatement.
7. Opinion Paragraph: The opinion paragraph of the auditor's report should
specify the financial reporting framework such as accounting principles
generally accepted in India used to prepare the financial statements and state the
auditor's opinion as to whether the financial statements give a true and fair view
following that financial reporting framework and whether they comply with the
statutory requirements.
8. Signature: The auditor in his name should sign the auditor's report. The audit
report should be signed in the personal name of the auditor and also in the name
of the audit firm if it was appointed as the auditor. While signing the report, the
membership number of the partner or proprietor, assigned by ICAI should be
mentioned.
9. Place of Signature: The report should specify the location, where the audit
report is signed. That is the town or city where the report is signed should be
mentioned specifically here.
10. Date of the Report: The date of the auditor's report on financial statements
indicates the date when the report is signed by the auditor with his views and
opinions about the financial statements of the company he audited. This gives a
clear picture that the auditor has considered the effect, on the financial
statements and the audit report, of the events and transactions that occurred, and
of which the auditor became aware, up to that date. Further, the auditor report
should not be pre-dated than the date on which the financial statements are
signed or approved by the management.
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7.6.

TYPES OF AUDIT REPORTS

The audit report should be divided in the following manner:
Audit Report

Classification according to Work

(1) Partial
Report

(2)Interi
m Report

Classification according to Nature

(3)Final
Report

(1)Clean
Report

(2)Qualifie
d Report

Classification According to Work: According to work the audit report is divided into
three parts:
(1) Partial Report: If the auditor is not appointed to verify all the accounts, but
only some books of accounts and the auditor issue a report, then, it is known as
Partial Report'. While writing this report the auditor should keep in mind that a
person reading the report should not take it as a full report. Therefore in such
kind of a report, the auditor should make it clear that he has been appointed for
a partial verification and that the report is partial. If the auditor does not specify
the fact that it is a partial report he will be held guilty of negligence.
(2) Interim Report: When an auditor issues a report in the middle of the year on
certain special issues then such a report is known as an 'Interim Report'.
Normally such a report is presented on declaring an interim dividend or when
the central government issues an order.
(3) Final Report: When the auditor issues a report after the completion of the audit
for the entire business year then such a report is known as a 'Final Report'.
Normally an auditor issues such a report only. This report plays an important
part in the life of a company. Therefore special care should be exercised in
framing this report.
Classification According to Nature: According to nature the audit report is
divided into two parts:
(ii)
Clean Report: If the auditor after verifying the books of accounts concludes
that the books of accounts have been appropriately maintained, there are no
mistakes, inadequacies and frauds, the profit or loss as shown by the profit
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and loss account and the financial position as per the Balance Sheet are
correct which means that the auditor has no complaints or suspicions, then
in such a situation the report issued by him is called a clean report. It is also
known as an unqualified report. Every businessman tries to maintain the
accounts in such a manner so that a clean report can be obtained from the
auditor. The goodwill of the organization increases with such a report.
Qualified Report: If during the audit the auditor finds any discrepancies,
irregularities, frauds or other deficiencies in the books of accounts, i.e., he is
not fully satisfied with the accuracy of the Profit and Loss Account and
Balance Sheet of the organization then he should write in his report the
various points which make the accounts of the organization inaccurate. The
auditor writing this is a qualification in itself. A report which has such
qualifications is known as a 'Qualified Report'. A qualified report does not
certify the truth and correctness of the accounts.

(iii)

7.7.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CLEAN AND QUALIFIED REPORT

The difference between a clean and qualified report are as follows:
Basis
Clean Report
Qualified Report
Meaning

A clean report shows that the
auditor is fully satisfied with the
correctness of the audited books of
accounts.
True and Fair A clean report shows that the
View
Balance Sheet and profit and loss
account show a True and Fair view
of the state of affairs of the
business.
Discrepancies The clean report shows that there
and Fraud
are no discrepancies and fraud in
the books of account

A report issued by an auditor
that reports certain discrepancies
in the financial statements
prepared by the entity.
Qualified report on the other
hand states that the Balance
Sheet and Profit and Loss
Account do not state a true and
fair view of the state of affairs.
Qualified report on the other
hand shows that the books of
accounts have discrepancies and
fraud in them.

Qualifications The clean report does not have the The qualified report contains the
details of any qualifications.
details of all the qualifications.
Correctness

A clean report it can be found in The qualified report he is not
the auditor is satisfied with the satisfied with the accounts
correctness of the books.
verified.
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Goodwill

7.8.

A clean report increases
goodwill of a business.

the A qualified report decreases it.

IMPORTANCE OF REPORT

The audit report is important for all those persons and parties who are related to the
organization. The audit report gives a time picture of the state of the organization. The
main parties which benefit from an audit report are as follows:
(1) Investor: It is human nature that while making an investment the investor wants
maximum safety and return for his investment. The audit report helps in
increasing the confidence of the investors in the organization and it is based on
the audit report only that the investors decide to invest in an organization.
(2) Shareholders: Shareholders are the actual owners of a company, but they are
usually very far from the place of business. They are large in members also as a
result of which they cannot directly take part in the management of the
company. Therefore the company is managed by a group of representatives
selected by the shareholders known as the Board of Directors. In this way, there
is a separation of ownership and management in a company. Therefore the
correct information about the work done by directors is available to the
shareholders from the audit report only. The audit report gives the shareholders
information about the completeness of the ledger and accounts, their accuracy
and their adherence to the correct principles. Information about the propriety of
the items disclosed in the balance sheet and the profit or loss as disclosed by the
profit and loss account can be obtained from the audit report. The rights of the
shareholders are safeguarded by the audit report. The report also discloses the
honesty and capability of the Directors. Therefore it is said that the audit report
is an important document for the shareholders. Keeping the importance of the
audit report in mind the Companies Act has made it mandatory for companies to
get their accounts audited.
(3) Directors: The directors of a company can foresee all the activities of the
company themselves. The main job of the directors is to formulate the policies
of the company, based on which work is done, by the employees. In such a
situation the directors also want to know the extent to which the employees have
done their work according to the policies of the company and their level of
honesty and commitment towards their job Such information can be obtained by
them from the audit report.
(4) Creditors: The creditors of any organization are always eager to find out about
the financial position of the company? Whether their money safe or not?
Therefore the creditors rely on the audit report to find out about the financial
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situation of the organization/company. They can find out from the audit report if
their money is safe and whether the organization is in a position to return it or
not.
(5) Government: Business and government have a direct relationship. The growth
of business, industry and finance plays an important role in the growth of the
country. Erosion in the capital of the country, embezzlement of capital, and
discouragement of investments are such issues for which the participation of the
government is essential. The government also invests its funds in government
companies. The government also give loans and financial assistance to other
businesses and industries. Therefore the government also wants to know
whether its money is safe or not. Such information can be obtained from the
audit report.
(6) Taxation Officer: Various officers such as income tax officers, sales tax
officers, and excise officers also rely on the audited accounts and decide based
on the report without doing much verification. This helps them in increasing the
amount of tax. Such tax is an important source of revenue for the government,
therefore the audit report is also very important for the government.
7.9.

DOCUMENT VERIFICATION OF AUDIT REPORT

According to Section 143 of the Companies Act, 2013 the following points should be
specified in the audit report to be given to the members of the company:
(i)
(a) Whether according to his opinion and the information available to him
and the clarification was given the accounts give all the information as
required by the Companies Act.
(b) Whether according to his opinion the Balance Sheet and Profit and Loss
Account of the financial year portray a true and fair view of the state of
affairs and financial position of a company?
(ii)
Whether he has received all such information and clarification if according
to his information and belief are necessary for conducting the audit?
(iii) Whether according to his opinion adequate books of accounts, as is apparent
from their verification, as required by the provisions of the Companies Act
are maintained by the company and adequate details have been obtained
from those branches not verified by him?
(iv)
Whether a report of the branch accounts audited by a person apart from the
company auditor has been sent to him and how he has utilized that report
while preparing his audit report?
(v)
Whether the Profit and Loss Account or Balance Sheet according to the
books of accounts of the company?
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Whether the auditor has any suspicions on any one of the above points he
should state the same and also the reasons for such suspicions.
(vi)
Whether in his opinion, the financial statements comply with the accounting
standards.
(vii) Whether any director is disqualified from being appointed as a director
under subsection 2 of Section 164.
(viii) Whether the company has an adequate internal financial control system.
(ix)
The observations or comments of the auditors on financial transactions or
matters which have any adverse effect on the functioning of the company.
(x)
The Central Government may, in consultation with the National Financial
Reporting
Authority, by general or special order, direct, in respect of such class or
description of companies, as may be specified in the order, that the auditor's
report shall also include a statement on such matters as may be specified
therein.
(xi)
As per Section 143 of the Comptroller and Auditor General has the right to
issue an order directing the auditors of government companies to include
certain points in their audit reports.
According to Section 129, the Balance Sheet and Profit and Loss Account of
the company include all such notes and documents from which all the
essential information can be obtained.
(xii) According to Section 145 only the person who has been appointed the
auditor, or if as per Section 141 a firm has been appointed then any partner
practising in India, can sign the audit report or any other document and
certify it. No other person can sign.
(xiii) Whether after the Balance Sheet date but before issuing the audit report the
auditor gets information of any abnormal profit or loss then he has to
disclose the same in his report.
7.10. SPECIMEN OF AUDIT REPORTS
The audit report of a company with branches is different from a company without
branches. The audit reports for both the companies are as follows:
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1. SPECIMEN OF CLEAR OR UNQUALIFIED REPORT.

April 10, 2014
The Members
Pratibha Wood-Wool Company Ltd.
Bhubaneshwar,(Odisha)
Gentlemen,
We have audited the attached Balance Sheet of Pratibha Wood-Wool Company Ltd. as of 31st
March 2014 and also the annexed Profit and Loss Account of the company for the year ended
on that date and report that
(i)
We have obtained all the information and explanation which to the best of our
knowledge and belief were necessary for our audit.
(ii)
In our opinion, proper books of account as required by law have been kept by the
company so far as it appears from the examination of books.
(iii) The Balance Sheet and the Profit and Loss Accounts dealt with by this report agree
with the books of accounts.
(iv)
In our opinion, the financial statements comply with the accounting standards.
(v)
We report that none of the directors is disqualified as of 31st March 2014 from
being appointed as director.
(vi)
In our opinion and to the best of our information and according to the explanation
given to us the accounts give the information required by the Companies Act, 2014
in the manner so required and give a true and fair view.
(a) In the case of the Balance Sheet of the state of affairs of the company as of 31st March
2013 and (b) in the case of the profit and loss account of the profit for the year ended
on that date.
Chartered Accountant
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2. SPECIMEN OF QUALIFIED REPORT

Bhubaneshwar
April 10, 2015
The Members
ABC Wood-Wool Company Ltd.
Bhubaneshwar (Odisha)
Gentlemen,
We have audited the attached Balance Sheet of Pratibha Wood-Wool Company Ltd. as at 31st
March 2014 and also the annexed Profit and Loss Account of the company for the year ended
on that date and we report that:
(1) We have obtained all the information and explanations which to the best of our
knowledge and belief were necessary for our audit.
(2) In our opinion, proper books of account as required by law have been kept by the
company as far as it appears from our examination of the books.
(3) The Balance Sheet and Profit and Loss Accounts dealt with in this report agree with the
books of accounts.
(4) Subject to the qualification given below, in our opinion and to the best of our
information and according to the explanations given to us, the accounts give the
information required by the Companies Act, 2013 in the manner so required and give a
true and fair view:
(a) in the case of the Balance Sheet of the state of affairs of the company as of 31st March,
2014 and
(b) In the case of the Profit and Loss Account, the profit for the year ended on that date.
(c) The provision for depreciation on plant and machinery is inadequate.
(i)
Valuation of stock has been done on market price which is much more than the cost
price.
(ii)
No provision has been made for doubtful debts when some of them are very old
(bad).
(iii) Assets have not been valued correctly.
(iv)
Appropriate provision for known as well as contingent liabilities has not been made.
Bhubaneshwar
April 10, 2015, Chartered Accountant
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7.11.

AUDIT CERTIFICATES

The Specific information and issues are declared in a certificate. The responsibility of
an auditor for them is much more direct. A certificate is used in those situations where
the auditor wants to show the existence and truthfulness of certain issues, i.e., a
certificate is the evidence of absolute truth of any issue in some circumstances, it is
essential to issue an audit certificate. Such circumstances are as follows:
(1) For Statutory Report: In a statutory report an audit certificate is essential for
the number of shares, the amount received on those shares and other receipts
and payments. Without this, a statutory report holds no meaning.
(2) For Prospectus: If an existing company issues a prospectus for issuing new
shares,
then
along with the prospectus it has to attach an auditor's certificate certifying the
profit or loss. Assets and liabilities and the dividend paid for the previous 5
years.
(3) For Liquidation: Details about the solvency of a company given by the
directors at the time of liquidation hold relevance only if it is accompanied by
an audit certificate.
(4) For Import License: Certain rules for import licenses are such that make it
essential to attach an auditor's certificate along with the license application.
Without this, an import license cannot be received.
(5) For other Purposes: An audit certificate is also required for computing the
amount of tax, obtaining loans from financial institutions etc. It is also required
to establish the truthfulness of the accounts of the organizations.
7.12

DIFFERENCE
CERTIFICATE

BETWEEN

AUDIT

REPORT

AND

AUDIT

An auditor issues a report on the financial accounts and details (profit and loss account
and Balance Sheet), he does not certify them. The report is an expression of opinion.
When an auditor issues a report on the financial accounts and details, it means that he is
expressing his views on such accounts and details. This is the reason that the auditor
expresses his views in the report that in his view the financial accounts and not. In the
true sense, certification means accepting the existence of certain facts. When an auditor
certifies any financial details, it means that the content of the details can be measured
and that the auditor has verified the accuracy of the figures. In such a way, it is clear
that the word certificate should be used only when the auditor certifies the truthfulness
of certain issues, for example, to certify the sales of a particular book, to certify the
value of imports or exports of a company etc.
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Basic of Audit Certificate
Audit Report
Difference
This specific information is given by These views are expressed by the
Nature
the auditor
auditor.
Approach

In this, the auditor makes a declaration In this, the auditor presents his
regarding existing
critical viewpoints.

Liability

The auditor has more liability in this In this the liability of the auditor is
regard.
comparatively less.

Purpose

It is required only for financial An audit report is presented at the
regarding, prospectus. Import License end of each audit.
and liquidation of a company.
SPECIMEN OF AUDIT CERTIFICATE

The Members,
ABC Wood-Wool Company Ltd.
Bhubaneswar (Odisha)
Bhubaneswar
April 10, 2015
Gentlemen,
We certify as correct that part of our report so far as it relates to the shares allotted by the
company, the cash received in respect of such shares and various receipts and payments of the
company.
Bhubaneswar
April 10, 2015, Chartered Accountant

7.12. LET US SUM UP
The auditor's report is a document in which the auditor expresses his or her opinion on
whether a company's financial statements are compliant with GAAP and free of
substantial misrepresentation. Banks, creditors, and regulators all require an audit of a
company's financial statements, thus the audit report is crucial. An auditor's report's
purpose is to provide reasonable assurance that a company's financial statements are
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error-free. Auditors' reports, like balance sheets, profit and loss statements, and
director's reports, are part of a company's statutory accounts.
7.13. KEYWORDS




Audit Report: The auditor's report is a document containing the auditor's
opinion on whether a company's financial statements comply with GAAP and
are free from material misstatement.
Audit Certificate: An audit certificate is a documented assurance of the
correctness of the information stated therein.

7.14. SELF-ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Distinguish between audit report and audit certificate.
What are the important points that should be specified in an Audit Report?
What are the features and elements of an audit report?
Write short notes on the followings :
a. Interim Audit Report
b. Final Audit Report
c. Import License
d. Liquidation

7.15. FURTHER READINGS









Gupta, Kamal and Ashok Arora. “Fundamentals of Auditing”, Tata Mc-Graw Hill
Publishing Co. Ltd., New Delhi.
Jha, Aruna. “Auditing” Taxmann Publications, New Delhi.
Tandon, B. N., S. Sudharsanam and S. Sundharabahu. “A Handbook of Practical
Auditing”, S. Chand and Co. Ltd., New Delhi.
Ghatalia, S.V.” Practical Auditing” Allied Publishers Private Ltd., New Delhi.
Singh, A. K. and Gupta Lovleen. “Auditing Theory and Practice” Galgotia
Publishing Company.
Ravinder Kumar and Virender Sharma, “Auditing Principles and Practice”, PHI,
New Delhi.
The Companies Act 2013 (Relevant Sections)
Relevant Publications of ICAI on Auditing (CARO).
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UNIT: 8

STATUTORY AUDITOR UNDER COMPANIES ACT 2013

Structure
8.1. Introduction
8.2. Meaning of Statutory Auditor
8.3. Qualifications of a Company Auditor
8.4. Disqualifications of a Company Auditor
8.5. Appointment of Statutory Auditor
8.5.1. By Government Company
8.5.2. By Non-Government Company
8.6. Removal and Resignation of Auditor
8.7. Remuneration of Auditor
8.8. Liabilities of an Auditor:
8.9. Let us Sum Up
8.10. Key Terms Used
8.11. Further Readings
8.12. Model Questions
8.0

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After reading the unit, you will understand
 Who is a Statutory Auditor and its Qualification?
 Appointment of Statutory Auditor.
 Removal, Remuneration and Liabilities of an Auditor.
8.1.

INTRODUCTION

A statute is a regulation or law enacted by the associated government of the
organization’s legislative branch. Multilevel laws may be passed by the Centre or State.
In a company, a regulation also applies to any law set by the management team or
board of directors of the organization. The audit is an examination of accounting
records undertaken to establish the correctness or otherwise of the transactions reflected
therein. It involves intelligent scrutiny of the books of account of a Company
concerning documents vouchers and other relevant records to ensure that the entries
made therein give a true picture of business Therefore, there is a need to appoint
Statutory Auditor.
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Who is a Statutory Auditor?
As per the law, only an independent chartered accountant, a chartered
accountant firm, or a limited liability partnership firm (LLP) with the majority of
partners practising in India are qualified for appointment as an auditor of a company.
Even though India has more than 2,300 statutory auditors, Most of India’s
biggest listed companies choose to work with network firms of the Big Four
auditors. Further, most large companies go for network firms of Deloitte, KPMG,
PwC and EY. The network firms of the Big Four audited 522 companies in FY2019, representing 75% of the market capitalization of the 5,023 listed firms.

8.2. MEANING OF STATUTORY AUDITOR
A statutory is another name for a financial audit. It is essentially an audit of the
final statements of a company, i.e. the profit and loss and the balance sheet. The
purpose of a statutory audit is to ensure that these accounts of the company represent a
fair and accurate picture of the company’s current financial position on the date of the
balance sheet. In India, the laws regarding a statutory audit are in the Companies Act,
2013.
A statutory audit is a legally required check of the accuracy of the financial
statements and records of a company or government. A statutory audit is intended to
determine if an organization delivers an honest and accurate representation of its
financial position by evaluating information, such as bank balances, financial
transactions, and accounting records.
The provisions relating to statutory audit and auditors are sections 139 to 147 of
the new Companies Act 2013. It states the method of appointing an auditor, the
eligibility of a statutory auditor and the duties and responsibilities of such an auditor.
Some important points concerning the auditor are as follows:
 A statutory auditor has the right to access all of the company’s financial books,
records, and information. These should be made available to him at all times.
He also has the right to seek any further information he thinks is necessary for
his audit
 He must write an auditor’s report. In this, he must state if the financial
statements of the company give a true and fair representation of their financial
position and affairs.
 If he is writing a qualified report, i.e. the statements are not true and fair, he
must clearly state his reasons for the same.
 In case the auditor uncovers any fraud during his audit he must report it to the
Central Government authorities.
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 While auditing and providing the Audit Report he must follow the Auditing
Standards as per the ICAI guidelines.
8.3.

QUALIFICATIONS OF A COMPANY AUDITOR [SEC.141 (1) & (2)]

Section 141 (1) & (2) of the Companies Act, 2013 prescribed the following eligibility
and qualifications for an auditor which are as follows:
 A person, who is a chartered accountant and holds a certificate of practice, shall
be qualified to be appointed as an auditor of a company.
 The partners who are chartered accountants of a firm alone shall be authorized
to act and sign on behalf of the firm.
8.4.

DISQUALIFICATIONS OF A COMPANY AUDITOR [SEC.141 (3)]

The following persons shall not be eligible for appointment as an auditor of a company.
1. A body corporate, except Limited Liability Partnership.
2. An officer or employee of the company 3. A person who is a partner or an
officer or employee of the company.
3. A person who is a relative or his partner of a company or holding or subsidiary
company or associate company is disqualified in the following circumstances:
 When he is holding any security, or
 When he is indebted more than Rs.5,00,000, or
 When he is given a guarantee or provided any security in connection with
indebtedness over Rs.1, 00,000.
4. A person or a firm has a business relationship of such nature with a company or
holding or subsidiary company or associate company. 6. A person whose
relative is a director or is in the employment of the company as a director or key
managerial personnel.
5. A person holding more than 20 company audits (20 company audits shall
exclude a one-person company, small company, dormant company, or a private
company with paid-up capital less than Rs.100 Crore).
6. A person who has been convicted by a court of an offence involving fraud and a
period of 10 years has not elapsed from the date of such conviction. 9. Any
person who is engaged in consulting and specialized services.
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IMPORTANT SECTIONS IN COMPANIES ACT, 2013:
Section 139 – Appointment of Auditors
Section 140 – Removal and Resignation of Auditor
Section 141 – Eligibility, Qualifications and Disqualifications of Auditors
Section 142 – Remuneration of Auditor
Section 143 – Powers and Duties of Auditor
Section 144 – Auditor not to render certain services
Section 145 – Auditor to sign Audit reports
Section 146 – Auditor to attend General meeting
Section 147 – Punishment for contravention
8.5.

APPOINTMENT OF STATUTORY AUDITOR

All the companies registered under the Companies Act, 2013 or any previous
Company law, whether public or private and whether have a share capital or not are
required to maintain proper books of accounts under the provisions of section 128 of
the Companies Act, 2013. Companies have also to get their Books of accounts audited
as required under section 139 of the Act. Section 139 of the Companies Act, 2013
contains provisions regarding the Appointment of Auditors. Discussion on the
appointment of auditors may be grouped under two broad headings
1. Appointment of First Auditors.
2. Appointment of Subsequent Auditors.
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Appointment of Auditor

Subsequent Auditor

First Auditor

Government
Company

Other than
Govt.
Company

Government
Company

Appointment
by BoD

Appointment
by C&AG

Appointment
by Members
in GM

Appointment
by C&AG

Hold the
office till
conclusion of
1st
AGM

Hold the
office
till conclusion
of 1st AGM

Hold the
office from
1st AGM to
6th AGM

Other than
Govt.
Company

Hold the office
till the
conclusion of
AGM

APPOINTMENT OF AUDITOR

Appointment of
Auditor
under Sec.139

Government
Company
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8.5.1
Appointment of Auditor in Government Company
Companies Act, 2013 defines a Government Company [Section 2 (45)], "as a company
in which not less than 51% of the paid-up share capital is held by the Central or State
Government or Governments or partly by the Central government and partly by one or
more State governments."
1. Appointment of First Auditor [Section 139 (7)]
a. The first auditor of the Government Company shall be appointed by the
Comptroller and Auditor General of India within 60 days from the date
of registration of the company.
b. In case the Comptroller and Auditor General of India do not appoint
such an auditor within 60 days, the Board of Directors of the company
shall appoint the first auditor within the next 30 days.
c. In case of failure of the Board to appoint the first auditor, it shall inform
Members of the company who shall appoint the first auditor within 60
days at an Extraordinary General Meeting.
d. First Auditor shall hold office till the conclusion of the first Annual
General Meeting.
2. Appointment of Subsequent Auditor [Section 139 (5)]
The Comptroller and Auditor General of India shall appoint a subsequent
auditor of Government companies within 180 days from the commencement of the
financial year and who shall hold office till the conclusion of the Annual General
Meeting.
3. Appointment in case of Casual Vacancy [Section 139 (8)] :
The expression 'casual vacancy' has not been defined in the Companies Act.
Simply stated, a casual vacancy in the office of an auditor means a vacancy caused
in the office of an auditor by his death, disqualification, resignation, etc.
Appointment of auditor due to casual vacancy in Government Company is filled by
the Comptroller and Auditor General of India within 30 days. If he fails to do so,
the Board of Directors shall fill within the next 30 days.
APPOINTMENT BY GOVERNMENT COMPANY
First Auditor
Subsequent Auditors
Casual Vacancy
Section 139 (7)
[Section 139(5)
[Section 139(8)]
Appointment by C & AG within Appointment by C& AG
Appointment by C& AG
60 days from DOR
within 180 days from the
within 30 days
commencement of the year
In case of failure, the Board of
Hold office till the conclusion In case of failure, BoD shall
Directors within 30 days
of the first AGM
fill within the next 30 days
In case of failure, Member in
EGM within 60 days
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Hold office till the conclusion
of the AGM
Note:






AGM-Annual General Meeting
BOD-Board of Directors
C&AG-Comptroller and Auditor General of India
DOR-Date of Registration
EGM-Extraordinary General Meeting

Other relevant information of Government Company
The first auditor shall be appointed by the Comptroller and Auditor General
within 60 days from the date of registration of the Company. The Remuneration:
Section 142 of the Act prescribed that Board may fix the remuneration of the first
auditor appointed by it.
The resolution involved: Appointment of the First auditor bypassing of Board
Resolution whether in the Meeting of Board of Directors or by Circular Resolution on
the recommendation of the Comptroller and Auditor General.
In case of failure of appointment by C&AG:
In case the Comptroller and Auditor-General of India does not appoint such
auditor within the said period of 60 days, the Board of Directors of the Company shall
appoint such auditor within the next 30 days 60 + 30 = 90
In case of failure of appointment by C&AG and Board Both
In the case of failure of the Board to appoint such auditor within the next 30
days, it shall inform the members of the Company who shall appoint such auditor
within the 60 days at an extraordinary general meeting, who shall hold office till the
conclusion of the first annual general meeting? As stated above, the duty of the Board
to inform members about their failure to appoint the first auditor triggers immediately
on expiry of the 90 days whereas the duty of the members of the Company to appoint
the first auditor, triggers immediately on receipt of information of non-appointment by
the Board. The members shall within 60 days from the date of information being sent to
them, appoint the auditor and such auditor shall hold office till the conclusion of the
first annual general meeting. Tenure First Auditor appointed by EGM shall hold office
till the conclusion of the first annual general meeting of the Company.
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Relevant Provisions Relating to Appointment of First Auditor of Company
Which Section will apply for the Section 139(1)
appointment of the First Auditor
Who will Appoint First Auditor
Board of Directory By Passing Board
Resolution in Board Meeting
Time Limit for Appointment of First Within 30 days from the Incorporation of
Auditor
the Company
Who will Appoint the First Auditor if the Members of Company by Passing of
Board of Director Fails to Appoint First Ordinary Resolution in Extra-Ordinary
Auditor
General Meeting
What is the Tenure of the Office of First First Auditor may hold office until the
Auditor?
conclusion of the First Annual General
Meeting
Whether First Auditor can be removed Yes, By the Board of Directors
before First Annual General Meeting, If
appointed in Board Meeting
Whether First Auditor can be removed Yes, by Members of Company by Passing
before First Annual General Meeting, If of Special Resolution. After obtaining the
appointed in General Meeting.
previous approval of the Central
Government on that behalf
Whether First Auditor can be Appoint No, the Appointment of the First
Through AOA & MOA
Auditor by the Articles of Company
will not be valid.

8.5.2 Appointment of First Auditor for Non-Government Companies
Appointment of First Auditor [Section 139 (6)]:
1. Appointment of First Auditor [Section 139 (6)]:
The first auditor of a company other than a Government company shall be appointed by
the Board of Directors within 30 days from the date of Registration of the company. In
case of failure of the Board to appoint the auditor, it shall inform the members of the
company. The Members shall appoint the auditor within 90 days at an Extraordinary
General Meeting. The appointed First Auditor shall hold office till the conclusion of the
first Annual General Meeting.
APPOINTMENT BY A NON-GOVERNMENT COMPANY
First Auditor Section 139
Subsequent Auditor
Casual Vacancy [Section
(6)
[Section 139(1)
139(8)]
Appointment by BOD
Appointment by members
Appointment by BOD
within 30 days from DOR
in
within 30 days
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In case of failure, Member
in EGM within 90 days

GM
Hold office from first
AGM to sixth AGM

Hold office till the
conclusion of the next
AGM

Hold office till the
conclusion of the first
AGM
2. Appointment of Subsequent Auditors [Section 139 (1)]:
Every company shall appoint an individual or a firm as auditor of the company at the
first Annual General Meeting. The appointed auditor shall hold the office till the
conclusion of the sixth Annual General Meeting and thereafter till the conclusion of
every sixth meeting. The Company shall place the matter relating to such appointment
of ratification by the member at every Annual General Meeting. Before such an
appointment is made, the written consent of the auditor to such appointment and also a
certificate from the auditor that he is eligible for the appointment shall be obtained by
the auditor. The company shall inform the appointed auditor and also file a notice of
such appointment with the Registrar within 15 days of the meeting in which the auditor
is appointed.
3. Appointment in case of Casual Vacancy [Section 139 (8)]:
The Causal vacancy arises due to the death or insanity or insolvency of an auditor. If an
auditor is disqualified after his appointment, he shall vacate his office as an auditor.
Such vacation shall be deemed to be a casual vacancy in the office of the auditor.
Appointment of auditors in case of a casual vacancy shall be done by the Board of
Directors within 30 days. If the vacancy is due to the resignation of an auditor, such
appointment shall also be approved by the company at a General Meeting convened
within 3 months of the recommendation of the Board. The auditor shall hold office till
the conclusion of the next Annual General Meeting.
NFRA finds big gaps in statutory audit of Infrastructure Leasing & Financial
Services (IL&FS) Transportation Networks
The NFRA authority has also found the auditor to violate the ICAI Code of Ethics
2019. The National Financial Reporting Authority (NFRA) has found that the initial
appointment of the audit firm and its continuation as a statutory auditor of
Infrastructure Leasing & Financial Services (IL&FS) Transportation Networks (ITNL)
was prima facie illegal and void and that the company’s losses were understated.
The statutory auditor for ITNL for 2017-18 (FY18) was S. R. Batliboi (SRBC & Co
LLP) & Co. The LLP, which uses the EY brand and trademark for obtaining and
providing audit services and is an independent member firm of Ernst & Young Global.
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The financial reporting authority found that the company’s losses in FY18 were
understated by at least Rs 2,021 crore on account of unjustified reversal of expected
credit loss on loans given to the special purpose vehicle and on-trade receivables, and
due to incorrect impairment valuation.
Other relevant information of Non- Government companies:
Appointment of Subsequent auditors [Section 139 (1)] every company shall
appoint an individual or a firm as auditor of the company at the first Annual General
Meeting. The appointed auditor shall hold the office till the conclusion of the sixth
Annual General Meeting and thereafter till the conclusion of every sixth meeting. The
Company shall place the matter relating to such appointment of ratification by the
member at every Annual General Meeting. Before such an appointment is made, the
written consent of the auditor to such appointment and also a certificate from the
auditor that he is eligible for the appointment shall be obtained by the auditor. The
company shall inform the appointed auditor and also file a notice of such appointment
with the Registrar within 15 days of the meeting in which the auditor is appointed.
The following points need to be noted in this regardI.
The company shall place the matter relating to such appointment of ratification
by the member at every Annual General Meeting.
II.
Before such appointment is made, the written consent of the auditor to such
appointment, and a certificate from him or it that the appointment, if made, shall
be following the conditions as may be prescribed shall be obtained from the
auditor.
III.
The certificate shall also indicate whether the auditor satisfies the criteria
provided in section 141.
IV.
The company shall inform the auditor concerned of his or their appointment,
and also file a notice of such appointment with the Registrar within 15 days of
the meeting in which the auditor is appointed.
INFORMATION FOR APPOINTMENT BY COMPANY TO AUDITOR.
The date of such information will be before the date of the Board Meeting in which
notice of AGM will be an issue.
CONSENT & CERTIFICATE BY AUDITOR TO COMPANY
The date of consent and certificate will be after the date of the latter of information
before the date of the Board Meeting in which notice of AGM will be an issue.
ISSUE OF NOTICE OF A GM BY COMPANY BY PROPOSING APPOINTMENT
OF SUCH PERSON AS AUDITOR OF COMPANY.
APPOINTMENT OF AUDITOR IN GENERAL MEETING BYPASSING OF
ORDINARY RESOLUTION.
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ISSUE OF INTIMATION LATER BY COMPANY TO AUDITOR WITHIN 15
DAYS OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.
FILLING OF FORM ADT-1 AND CONSENT OF A AUDITOR AS AN
ATTACHMENT IN GNL-2 WITH MCA BY COMPANY WITHIN 15 DAYS OF A
GM.
APPOINTMENT OF AUDITOR DUE TO NON-RATIFICATION OF AUDITOR
Here ratification means 'formal consent' of shareholders for continuance as auditors. If
in any AGM auditor is not ratified by the Shareholders then exiting auditor shall be
liable to leave its post and such vacant place of auditor in the Company will be
considered as Casual Vacancy. As per explanation of rude 3 Board of Directors shall
appoint a new auditor after following the process of casual vacancy.
*There is no provision of ratification of auditor in case of government Companies
because of the tenure of the auditor in Government Companies up to the next Annual
General Meeting of the Company only.
RE-APPOINTMENT OF RETIRING AUDITOR
A retiring auditor may be reappointed at an annual general meeting if the following
three conditions are satisfied:
(a) he is not disqualified for re-appointment;
(b) he has not given the company a notice in writing of his unwillingness to be reappointed; and
(c) A special resolution has not been passed at that meeting appointing some other
auditor or providing expressly that he shall not be re-appointed.
However, passing a resolution for that purpose at the annual general meeting is
essential for the re-appointment/ratifying for the appointment of the retiring auditor
who is still qualified and willing to act. Till this is done, a retiring auditor cannot be
said to have been re-appointed as contemplated by the section. In this view, it is not
correct to say that in the absence of the resolution to the effect that the retiring auditors
shall not be reappointed; the retiring auditors shall stand re-appointed as auditors of the
company. It is not mandatory to reappoint the retiring auditor even if the 3 things
stipulated above are not attractive.
APPOINTMENT OF AN AUDITOR, WHEN NONE IS APPOINTED IN AGM
Sub-Section (10) of section 139 stipulates that where at any annual general meeting, no
auditor is appointed or re-appointed; the existing auditor shall continue to be the auditor
of the company. Hence, it is clear that the retiring (existing) auditor even if not reappointed, may still be automatically appointed if the Company fails to appoint an
Auditor in place of the existing auditor.
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Tenure: If no auditor is appointed in AGM then the retiring auditor will continue as
auditor of the company from the conclusion of this AGM to the conclusion of the 6th
Annual General Meeting of the Company subject to ratification by the shareholder in
every AGM.
ROTATION OF AUDITOR
As per the new Companies Act 2013, the following companies are compulsorily
required to appoint or reappointment company auditor on a rotation basis:
1. All listed public companies
2. All unlisted public companies having paid-up share capital of rupees ten crores
or more;
3. All private limited companies having paid-up share capital of rupees twenty
crores or more;
4. All companies' public borrowings from financial institutions, banks or public
deposits
of rupees fifty crores or more.
Above said companies shall not be permitted to appoint or reappointment
a) An individual as auditor for more than one term of five consecutive years, and
b) an audit firm as auditor for more than two terms of five consecutive years:
This means rotation of company auditor will not be possible after the completion of 5
consecutive years in the case of an individual auditor and 10 consecutive years in the
case of an audit firm.
However, companies existing before the Companies Act 2013 and falling under any of
the above categories are required to comply with the above requirements within 3 years
from the date of commencement of the new Companies Act.
8.6.

REMOVAL AND RESIGNATION OF AUDITOR

Removal of Auditor [Sec.140 (1)]:
(i)
An auditor can be removed before the expiry of the term by obtaining the
prior approval of the Central Government applying.
(ii)
ii. The Company shall hold the general meeting within 60 days of receipt of
approval of the Central Government for passing the special resolution.
(iii)
iii. The auditor concerned shall be given a reasonable opportunity of being
heard.
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Resignation of Auditor [Sec.140 (2) & (3)]
 The auditor who has resigned from the Company shall file a statement in the
prescribed form stating the reasons for his resignation to the Comptroller and
Auditor General of India in case of a Government Company and the Registrar of
Companies in case of Non-Government Companies.
 While filing the statement, reasons for resignation and other facts as may be
relevant to his resignation shall also be indicated.
 In case of non-compliance, he shall be punishable with a fine ranging from
Rs.50, 000 to Rs. 5, 00,000.
8.7.

REMUNERATION OF AUDITOR (SECTION 142)

Independence from any bias of management in a fixation on remuneration is a key to
good governance and audit.
 Fixing Remuneration: The remuneration of an auditor shall be fixed in the
general body meeting in such manner or such manner as may be determined
therein. The remuneration of the first auditor shall be fixed by the board of
directors.
 Independence of Audit Remuneration: The remuneration shall include the
expenses, if any, incurred by the auditor in connection with the audit of the
company and any facility extended to him but does not include any
remuneration paid to him for any other service rendered by him at the request of
the company.
8.8.

LIABILITIES OF AN AUDITOR

A Chartered Accountant is associated with a valuation profession. His primary
duty is to present a report on the accounts and statements submitted by him to members
of the company. He is responsible not only to the members of the company but also to
the third parties of the company, i.e., creditors, bankers etc. Normally the liability of an
auditor is based on the work done by him as a professional accountant and carrying out
his work with due care, caution and diligence. The nature of liabilities of an auditor is
discussed below:
Civil liability:
1. Liability for Negligence: Negligence means a breach of duty. An auditor is
an agent of the shareholders. He has to perform his professional duties. He should take
reasonable care and skill in the performance of his duties. If he fails to do so, liability
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for negligence arises. An auditor will be held liable if the client has suffered a loss due
to his negligence. It should be noted that an auditor will not be liable to compensate for
the loss or damage if his negligence is not proven.
2. Liability for Misfeasance: Misfeasance means a breach of trust. If an auditor
does something wrongfully in the performance of his duties resulting in a financial loss
to the company, he is guilty of misfeasance. In such a case, the company can recover
damages from the auditor or any officer for breach of trust or misfeasance of the
company. Misfeasance proceedings can be initiated against the auditor for any untrue
statement in the prospectus or in the event of winding up of the company.
Liabilities under the Companies Act The following are the liabilities of an auditor
under the provisions of the Companies Act.

Liabilities of an Auditor

Civil Liability
1. Liability for
Negligence
2. Liability for
Misfeasance

Liabilities
under
Companies
Act
1. Liability for
Misstatemens
in the
Prospectus
2. Criminal
Liability of
Auditor under
Companies
Act.

Criminal
Liability
under
Indian
Penal Code

Liability
under
Income
Tax Act

Liability for
Professional
Misconduct

Liability towards Third
Parties
1. Liability for
Negligence
2. Liability for Frauds

Liabilities under Companies Act:
The following are the liabilities of an auditor under the provisions of the Companies
Act.
(I) Liability for Misstatements in the Prospectus [Sec.35]: An auditor shall be held
liable to compensate every person who subscribes for any shares or debentures of a
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company on the faith of the prospectus containing an untrue statement made by him as
an expert. The auditor shall be liable to compensate him for any loss or damages
sustained by him because of any untrue statement included therein. The auditor may
escape from liability if he proves that:




The prospectus is issued without his knowledge or consent.
He withdrew his consent, in writing before delivery of the prospectus for
registration.
He should have withdrawn his consent after the issue of the prospectus but
before the allotment of shares and reasonable public notice given by him
regarding this.

(II). Criminal Liability of Auditor under Companies Act:
1. Untrue statement in Prospectus [Sec.34] The auditor is liable when he authorizes a
false or untrue prospectus. When a prospectus includes any untrue statement, every
person who authorizes the issue of prospectus shall be imprisoned for a period of six
months to ten years or with a fine, which may be three times the amount involved in the
fraud or with both.
2. Noncompliance by auditor [Sec. 143 and 145]: If the auditor does not comply
regarding making his report or signing or authorization of any document and makes
wilful neglect on his part he shall be punishable with imprisonment up to one year or
with a fine not less than ₹. 25,000 extendable to ₹. 5, 00,000.










Criminal Liability of Auditor under Companies Act
Untrue statement in Prospectus (Sec.34]
Noncompliance by the auditor (Sec. 143 and 145)
Failure to assist investigation (Sec.217 (6)
Failure to assist the prosecution of guilty officers (Sec.224)
Failure to return property, books or papers Sec.299]
Penalty for falsification of books (Sec.336]
Prosecution of auditor (Sec. 342)
Penalty for a deliberate act of commission or omission (Sec.4481)

3. Failure to assist investigation [Sec.217 (6)]: When Central Government appoints an
Inspector to investigate the affairs of the company, the auditor must produce all books,
and documents and assist the inspectors. If the auditor fails to do so he shall be
punishable with imprisonment of up to one year and with a fine of up to Rs 1, 00,000.
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4. Failure to assist the prosecution of guilty officers [Sec.224]: An auditor is required
to assist the prosecution when Central Government takes any action against the report
submitted by the Inspector. If he fails to do so, he is found guilty and is punishable.
5. Failure to return property, books or papers [Sec.299]: When a company is wound
up the auditor is supposed to be present and subject himself to a private examination by
the court and is also liable to return to the court any property, books or papers relating
to the company. If the auditor does not comply, he may be imprisoned.
6. Penalty for falsification of books [Sec.336]: An auditor when destroys mutilates,
alters or falsifies or secrets any books of account or document belonging to the
company. He shall be punishable with imprisonment and also be liable to a fine.
7. Prosecution of auditor [Sec.342]: In the course of winding up of a company by the
Tribunal, if it appears to the Tribunal that an auditor of the company has been guilty of
an offence, it shall be the duty of the auditor to give all assistance in connection with
the prosecution. If he fails to assist he shall be liable to a fine, not less than ₹ 25,000
extendable up to ₹1, 00,000.
8. Penalty for a deliberate act of commission or omission [Sec.448]: If an auditor
deliberately makes a statement in any report, certificate, balance sheet, prospectus, etc.
which is false or which contains omission of material facts, he shall be punishable with
imprisonment for a period of six months to ten years and fine not less than the amount
involved in fraud extendable to three times of such amount.
Criminal liability under the Indian penal code:
If any person issues or signs any certificate relating to any fact which such certificate is
false, he is punishable as if he gave false evidence. According to Sec.197 of the Indian
Penal Code, the auditor is similarly liable for the falsification of any books, materials,
or papers that belong to the company.
Liability under Income Tax Act [Sec.278]
 For tax evasion exceeds Rs 1, 00,000, rigorous imprisonment of six months to
seven years.
 A person who induces another person to make and deliver to the Income Tax
authorities a false account, statement or declaration relating to any income
chargeable to tax which he knows to be false, shall be liable to a fine and
imprisonment of three months to three years. An auditor may also be charged in
case of the wrong certification of account.
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A Chartered Accountant can represent his clients before the Income Tax
Authorities. However, if he is guilty of misconduct he can be disqualified from
practising.
An auditor can face imprisonment for up to two years for furnishing false
information.

Liability for Professional Misconduct:
The Chartered Accountant Act, of 1949 mentions several acts and omissions that
comprise professional misconduct in the audit practice. The council of The Institute of
Chartered Accountants of India (ICAI) may remove the auditor’s name for five years or
more if he is found guilty of professional misconduct.
Liability towards third parties:
Several persons rely upon the financial statements audited by the auditor and enter into
transactions with the company without further enquiry viz. creditors, bankers, tax
authorities, prospective shareholders, etc.
1. Liability for Negligence: It has been held in the court that the auditor is not liable to
third parties, as there is no contract between the auditor and third parties. He owes no
duty to them.
2. Liability for Frauds: The third parties can hold the auditor liable if there is fraud on
the part of the auditor even if there is no contractual relationship between the auditor
and third parties. In certain cases, the negligence of the auditor may amount to fraud for
which he may be held liable to third parties. But it must be proved that the auditor did
not act honestly and he knew about it.
8.09

LET US SUM UP

A statutory audit is a legally mandated examination of companies' or governments'
financial statements and records for correctness. An audit is a review of a company's,
organizations, government entities, or individual records that include the analysis of
financial records and other areas. A person or institution with an auditing position
whose appointment is prescribed by the terms of a statute is referred to as a statutory
auditor in several nations. Whereas internal auditing entails a variety of tasks, including
account analysis and monitoring of various company activities. A statutory audit, on the
other hand, is solely concerned with inspecting, detecting problems, and verifying
financial reports, accounts, and related documentation.
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8.10







8.11

KEYWORDS
Tax Evasion: Tax evasion is using illegal means to avoid paying taxes.
Typically, tax evasion schemes involve an individual or corporation
misrepresenting their income to the Internal Revenue Service.
Non-Government Companies: A non-governmental organization (NGO) is a
non-profit group that functions independently of any government. NGOs,
sometimes called civil societies, are organized on community, national and
international levels to serve a social or political goal such as humanitarian
causes or the environment.
Statutory Audit: A statutory audit is a legally required review of the accuracy
of companies' or governments' financial statements and records.
Civil Liability: Civil liability gives a person the right to obtain redress from
another person e.g. the ability to sue for damages for personal injury.
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8.12.

MODEL QUESTIONS

1. What are the essential qualifications and disqualifications of a Company
Auditor?
2. Discuss the procedure of appointment of a Statutory Auditor both by a
Government Company and a Non-Government Company.
3. Write a brief note on the liability of an auditor.
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UNIT 09

SPECIAL AREAS OF AUDIT

Structure
9.0
Learning Objectives
9.1
Cost Audit
9.2
Management Audit
9.3
Tax Audit
9.4
Let us sum up
9.5
Keywords
9.6
Further Readings
9.7
Model Questions
9.0

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After reading the unit, you will understand
 The meaning and objectives of Cost Audit.
 Advantages and criticism of Cost Audit
 Rights and Duties of a Management Auditor.
 The difference between financial audit and management audit
9.1

COST AUDIT

The modern age is competitive. Due to the high degree of competition, every
businessman may be small or big needs complete knowledge of all expenses incurred.
None can survive in this competitive environment without knowing the cost structure of
products and services. A businessman can survive who is controlling costs and
improving the quality of products and services. Thus, to increase the efficiency of
employees, to know standard costs, to know the causes of profit or losses, to determine
reasonable selling prices and control costs, needs the application of Cost Accounting.
Every organisation tries to reduce the cost of output and effective utilisation of
materials, labour and plant, etc. A detailed plan of costing is prepared and execution is
done accordingly. This has necessitated the need for study of Cost Accounting. The
Company Act was changed in 1965, where Section 233 (B) is added and Cost Audit is
given statutory recognition.
1. Meaning and Definition of Cost Audit
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The Cost Audit refers to the accuracy and verification and following the process of
recording costing. The Cost Audit is defined by various authors in different ways, to
name a few:
(1) Cost Audit can be defined as verification of the correctness of cost accounts and
adherence to the cost accounting principles, plans and procedures. -Institute of
Cost and Works Accountants of India
(2) Cost audit is the verification of the correctness of cost accounts and the
adherence to the cost accounting plan. -ICWA Terminology of Cost
Accountancy
(3) The detailed checking of the costing system, technique and accounts to verify
their correctness and to ensure adherence to the objective of Cost Accountancy.
-Smith and Day
2. Objectives of Cost Audit
The Company Act provides the provision of Cost Audit but nowhere its objectives are
disclosed. As Cost Audit is not compulsory for all companies, therefore, its universal
objectives are not known. The following are the main objectives of Cost Audit areas:
(1) Checking of Cost Accounts: The main aim of a Cost Audit is to check the
accuracy
of
costing entries so that it is known that accounts relating to costs are correct.
(2) Following Accounting Principles: The objective of a Cost Audit is to see
whether the organisation is following the principle of cost accounting or not.
(3) Following Cost Accounting Procedures: The Cost Audit checks whether the
prescribe cost accounting procedure as laid down by management is followed or
not.
(4) Determination of Cost of Production: The Cost Audit decides whether the
cost is calculated systematically or not. This is helpful in cost control.
(5) Knowledge of Elements of Production: The Cost Audit Provides up to date
knowledge
of
various elements of cost such as Raw materials, labour and the proper use of
capital. Lt stresses how the cost is made up: of variable and fixed costs.
(6) Follow-up of Government Rules and Regulations: The government can know
to what extent the organisation is using the rules and regulations as suggested by
ASI.
(7) Government Grants or Protection: The Cost Audit is useful to know which
specific industry needs incentives/protection can be known by Cost Audit.
(8) Determination of Price: The Cost Accounting System can easily be applied to
price determination. What specific percentage of profit is charged on cost?
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Whenever the government wants to fix the selling price of products keeping
consumers' interests in mind in such a situation only a cost audit is helpful.
(9) Knowledge of Frauds and Errors: The cost audit is useful to check frauds and
errors committed either knowingly or unknowingly.
3. Advantages of Cost Audit
The Cost Audit is not only suitable for management but it is useful to the organisation,
consumer governments and society. The following is the list of advantages of Cost
Audit:
(1) Increases Production Capacity and Efficiency: The Costing department
provides
the
knowledge of cost of production, how predetermined cost goes up or down can
be measured. The same can be challenged and controlled, thus cost audit is a
good weapon to increase the production and efficiency of employees.
(2) Helpful in Cost Reduction: The Cost Audit can check wastages of material,
labour and other expenses. The cost Audit is useful in reducing costs.
(3) Control over Uneconomic Units: The cost audit is useful to mark uneconomic
units, suggestive measures can be chalked out to make such units viable.
(4) Detection of Errors and Frauds: The Cost Audit can limelight various errors
and frauds the same cannot be known by any other technique. The Cost Auditor
pays attention to various cost elements and compares these to predetermined
costs.
(5) Helpful in Improving Industrial Relations: Cost Audit is useful to workers
these can know the actual cost and profit earned, and there is hardly any place
for confusion. They get fair wages and bonuses thus no possibility of conflict.
(6) Helpful to Financial Auditor: Cost Audit is helpful to the financial auditor as
various information regarding closing stock, semi-finished goods and finished
are known by Cost Auditor helps in the preparation of financial account and its
audit.
(7) Benefits to Investors: Cost Audit helps in knowing actual financial position. It
also helps in the utilisation of resources in the best possible way. The funds are
properly used and there is no wastage at any stage. There is every possibility
that investors will get a fair return on their investment.
(8) Benefits to Customer: Cost Audit is useful for price fixation. The customers
get commodities at reasonable rates, which ultimately affects their standard of
living.
(9) Benefits to Government: Cost Audit is useful to Government in knowing the
present
position of the industry. Based on such factual records, investment can decide
concerning Grand or subsidies to Industries. The closure or continuation of any
industry will be decided based on cost records.
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Public sector enterprises are purely for providing goods and services to society. Based
on Cost Audit, the Government can decide the fair prices of commodities.
Excise duty is a part cost of output, cost audit is useful in deciding the cost of excise.
4. Criticism of Cost Audit
There are certain cases where the introduction of Cost Audit has become a subject of
criticism. The main arguments against Cost Audit areas:
The basis of criticism is as:
(i)
The introduction of Cost Audit is an unwanted and unnecessary interference
in the working of an organisation.
(ii)
When Accounts are audited by the Auditor what is the need to audit
accounts by a cost auditor? When any manufacturing company needs
comprehensive checking of expenses, it can be done by the internal auditor.
(iii) When Cost Accounts are prepared by a Cost Accountant, what is the need to
appoint
a
separate cost auditor, as the function of the two, is the same.
(iv)
Cost Audit is an unwanted and extra burden over financial and statutory
Audit.
The above criticism is only a show, these days the use of Cost Audits is increasing very
fast. The present-day slogan is to reduce cost and not increase output. In other words, it
is necessary to increase the output and reduce the cost of output. Failure of cost
reduction, will not compete in the international market. Thus, Cost Audit has a
significant role to play.
5. Difference between Financial Audit and Cost Audit
The Financial and Cost Audit is like the branches of the same tree. Both audits are
based on similar principles (Double Entry System of book-keeping) therefore, it is not
easy to make difference between the two. Financial Audit aims to detect errors and
frauds and minimise the same. Cost Audit aims to see the verification of cost elements,
per unit cost and allocation of cost on a scientific base. Yet the two differ as:
Basis
Difference
Object

Compulsory

of Financial Audit
A financial Audit aimed at The
Profit and Loss Account and
Balance Sheet of the company
shows the actual position.
Financial Audit is compulsory
for all Limited Companies.
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Scope
Checking
of
Accounts
Closing Stock
Valuation
Appointment of
Auditor

Qualification of
Auditor

Interest

Who does it

Period
Report

Its scope is wider

Its scope is limited. It is used only
in manufacturing units.
Here Financial Accounts and Here only Cost Accounts are
Cost Accounts are checked.
checked
Here the closing cost is value. Here valuation of closing stock is
Cost price and market price are done according to the cost base.
the lower of the two.
In Financial Account, the Here Cost Auditor is appointed by
Auditor is appointed in the the Board of Directors with the
Annual General Meeting.
approval
of
the
Central
Government.
Here all such qualifications are Here, the Auditor should be a
explained U/s: 226(1) or (2) he member of the cost and
should
be
a
Chartered management accountant.
Accountant.
Here
the
interest
of Here the interest of the Auditor
shareholders is protected.
and
manufacturers are protected.
The financial audit is done by The Cost Audit is done by external
the owner of the organisation.
parties such as Trade Association,
Government Tribunals, etc.
This is done after the end of Here, no specific period is covered
accounting year.
Here the report is submitted to Here the report is submitted to the
shareholders.
Government/owner/company, Law
Board.

6. Appointment of Cost Auditor
According to the notification of the Central Government, the companies which are
engaged in production, processing, manufacturing, and mines are subject to cost audit.
Such Auditor is appointed by the Board of Directors, with the prior permission of the
Central Government.
Under the Companies Act, the cost audit can be done only by one person, and not by a
firm. Thus, the appointment of a firm as an Auditor is illegal and its report is illegal.
6.1. Qualification of Cost Auditor
The Cost Auditor can be appointed from the following persons:
(1) Any person who is a member of the Cost and Works Accountant Act, 1949 is a
cost accountant.
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(2) Any person who is registered under Charted Accountant Act, 1949 and is a
practising
chartered accountant.
(3) The Central Government can permit any chartered accountant to work as Cost
Auditor.
6.2. Disqualifications of Cost Auditor
The following are the main disqualifications:
(1) A person cannot be appointed as Cost Auditor who according to the Companies
Act, 2013 (u/s 141) is not competent to be appointed as Cost Auditor.
(2) A person as per Company Act, 2013 (U/s 139) is appointed as the Auditor of a
company and cannot be appointed as the Cost Auditor of the same company.
(3) Any person who becomes incompetent after his appointment as Cost Auditor
should stop working as Cost Auditor since that date.
6.3. Rights and Duties of Cost Auditor
Cost Auditor has the same rights as are given to other Auditors (u/s 143) Such Auditor
will send his report to Central Government, it should be presented in a specified form
and on a specific period. He should be sent one copy of the report to the company.
7. Cost Audit under Companies Act, 2013
(1) Section 148 of Companies Act, 2013 provides that the Central Government
may, by order, in respect of such class of companies engaged in the production
of such goods or providing such services as may be prescribed, direct that
particulars relating to the utilisation of material or labour or to other items of
cost as may be prescribed shall also be included in the books of account kept by
that class of companies.
The Central Government shall before issuing such order in respect of any class
of companies regulated under a special Act, consult the regulatory body
constituted or established under such special Act.
(2) If the Central Government thinks, that it is necessary to do so, it may, by order,
direct that the audit of cost records of a class of companies, which are covered
under sub-section (1) and which have a net worth of such amount as may be
prescribed or a turnover of such amount as may be prescribed, shall be
conducted in the manner specified in the order.
(3) The audit shall be conducted by a Cost Accountant in practice who shall be
appointed by the Board on such remuneration as may be determined by the
members in such manner as may be prescribed: No person appointed under
Section 139 as an auditor of the company shall be appointed for conducting the
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audit of cost records: The auditor conducting the cost audit shall comply with
the cost auditing standards.
(4) An audit conducted under this section shall be in addition to the audit conducted
under Section 143.
(5) A chartered accountant possessing the prescribed qualifications may be
appointed to audit the cost accounts for such period as may be specified by the
Central Government by notification in the Official Gazette.
(6) The appointment of a cost auditor shall be made by the Board of Directors of
the company following the provisions of Section 139 with the prior approval of
the Central Government. Before the appointment is made, the Board must
obtain its written certificate from the cost auditor proposed to be appointed
certifying that the appointment, if made, will be following the provisions of
Section 139 of the Companies Act, 2013.
(7) The qualifications, disqualification, rights, duties and obligations applicable to
auditors shall so far as may be applicable, apply to a cost auditor appointed
under this section and it shall be the duty of the company to give all assistance
and facilities to the cost auditor appointed under this section for auditing the
cost records of the company.
(8) The report on the audit of cost records shall be submitted by the cost accountant
in practice to the Board of Directors of the company.
(9) A company shall within thirty days from the date of receipt of a copy of the cost
audit report furnish the Central Government with such report along with full
information and explanation on every reservation or qualification contained
therein.
After receiving the report from the cost auditor and the information and
explanations
furnished by the company, the Central Government may take such action on the
report, as it may deem necessary under the Act or any other law for the time
being in force.
(10)
If any default is made in complying with the provisions of this section:
(a) The company and every officer of the company who is in default shall be
punishable in the manner as provided in subsection (1) of Section 147.
(b) The cost auditor of the company who is in default shall be punishable in the
manner as provided in sub-sections (2) to (4) of Section 147.
8. Cost Audit Technique
The Cost Audit techniques are executed as:
(1) Vouching: Vouching is the art of checking each transaction with the vouchers.
Here the Cost Auditor should not only see that transactions conform to the
vouchers. He should be assured that transactions are related to business.
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(2) Checking and Ticking: Here the arithmetical accuracy of bills, vouchers,
transactions, etc. should be checked. The balances of the previous page are
carried to the next page. In this process coloured pencils, pens and inks are used.
The main purpose of different ticking is to verify that checking is done.
(3) Test Checking: When the number of transactions is more and the internal
check is efficient in that case only the test checking system is considered
reasonable as all items cannot be checked.
(4) Working Paper and Audit Notes: The Cost Auditor should receive office
routine papers and all statements which will be needed by him during Auditing.
All related and important points should be noted on a sheet/paper so that the
concerned person can be asked for clarification.
(5) Questionnaire: The cost auditor should prepare a questionnaire for various
elements of costs, the answer should be "Yes" or "No". For example, questions
relating to materials and labour can be as:
(i)
Whether Goods Received notes has obtained for all goods received?
(ii)
Whether coming goods checked before sending to stores?
(iii)
Whether all goods received daily recovered on Bin Cards?
(iv)
Is material issued to different departments daily shown on Bin Cards?
(v)
Is any stock control technique applicable to knowing the maximum or
minimum limit?
(vi)
Whether materials requisition slips from different departments
thoroughly checked?
(vii) Whether all losses, whatever the causes may be reported soon?
(viii) Whether measuring machine is regularly tested?
(ix)
What are the suggestions for material control?
(x)
Whether the losses written off by the responsible officer?
 Questionnaire Related to Labour
This questionnaire is related to Personnel Department, the following questions should
be given in such questionnaire:
(i)
Whether attendance records checked on a specific date?
(ii)
Whether Gate passes are issued to an outsider?
(iii) Whether overtime work is paid or not?
(iv)
Whether modern time recording machines used?
(v)
Whether workers record arrival and departure times?
(vi)
Whether wage sheets checked by internal check?
(vii) Whether wages are paid in presence of a responsible officer?
(viii) Whether worker's leaves are sanctioned by the authorised officer?
9. Planning Programme or Procedure of Cost Audit
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The Cost Auditor should see the size of the organisation, its internal check system, and
the object of the Audit. He should distribute the work to his subordinates. The audit
programme should be designed in such a way that the work is done within the
minimum period and at minimum cost. The following is the planning procedure for
Cost Audit:
 Audit of Materials
Regarding material Audit the Cost Auditor should note the following:
(i)
The Auditor should see whether the management has fixed any maximum
limit of materials? The object is to check the excess quantity of materials.
(ii)
He should see the minimum quantity of materials available for production.
He should be whether the minimum quantity decision is carried out
properly.
(iii) The Cost Auditor should see the right to purchase, whether materials are
purchased through tenders or not.
(iv)
He should check the materials ledger. He should see Bin Cards note the
receipt and issue of materials and returns.
(v)
He should compare materials requisition slips and Bin Cards to note the
discrepancies if any.
(vi)
He should see whether materials issued, return, and losses are checked or
not. He should ensure that there is no misappropriation or theft of materials.
(vii) He should see the unused materials in the production department should be
returned to the store's department without delay.
(viii) He should see what is the practice concerning defective and outdated
materials.
(ix)
The Auditor should see the desired quantities of materials, receipts, issues
and balances so that the valuation of closing stock can be made.
(x)
The Auditor should minutely verify and valuation of inventory as in the
production process stock valuation is very important.
 Audit of Labour
The cost auditor should note the following points while auditing labour:
(i)
The Cost Auditor should see the Attendance register and the foreman
register. He should compare the attendance register with the foreman
register. He should check the leave register.
(ii)
When wages are paid according to piece rate, the cost auditor should
complete a record of each worker's output and the same should be vouched
from the job cord.
(iii) Overtime: He should check the payment of overtime, who is authorised for
overtime? How overtime is recorded? Who sanctioned the payment? What
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is the rate of overtime wage payment? Whether overtime was needed?
Whether the overtime system misused?
(iv)
He should see whether bonuses are paid, is it as per law, and should see who
the sanctioned authority in this respect is.
(v)
He should see wages and salaries are properly apportioned between
Departments, and units manufactured.
(vi)
He should see some of the labour costs incurred in the installation of a new
plant should be shown to the plant account as it is a capital cost.
(vii) He should take special care of idle time, it should be properly recorded, if
the explanation of idle time is not justified it should be mentioned in the
Audit Report.
(viii) He should check the wage sheet and its payment are subject to internal
audit. He should see whether the internal check is effective or not.
(ix)
The auditor should make difference between direct and indirect labour
costs/expenses.
 Audit of Overheads
The overheads are electric bills, gas, coal, rent, salary, etc. The Auditor should see the
distribution of these expenses according to each department. The other related issues
areas:
(i)
He should ask about the principles of distribution of such expenses.
(ii)
He should see the application of principles of allocation of overheads. These
should be repeated. He should also see that these distribution principles are
fair.
(iii) He should test one or more to justify the correctness.
(iv)
He should see that actual expenditure should not be more than standard
expenditure. He should check the causes of variance. He should seek an
explanation and if the explanation is not satisfactory he should mention it in
his report.
(v)
Cost variance should be checked: Controllable or Non-controllable.
(vi)
He should see what is the criteria of distribution of overheads (Factory)
whether equal to all or same/equal to each department.
(vii) He should see how overheads are allocated to manufactured or semimanufactured goods. What are the principles of allocation?
 Audit of Depreciation
The Cost Auditor should note the following points regarding Audit of Depreciation:
(i)
He should see the Asset whose depreciation is under consideration is
properly recorded in the books of account. The record reveals the Cost of
Assets, Date of Purchase, and Addition during the year if any.
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(ii)

Repairs are revenue expenditures, in the case of new machines, these are
capital expenditures added to the cost of the machine.
(iii) The rate of Depreciation should be according to Section 123.
(iv)
The Rate/method of Depreciation once applied should not be changed
without reason.
(v)
When different rates of depreciation are not used for different departments,
can the amount of depreciation be distributed equitably?
(vi)
The auditor sees the depreciation of plants and machines seriously, whether
the method of depreciation is suitable or not.
(vii) The auditor should see whether a provision for replacement is made or not.
(viii) He should also note down the risk affected due to obsolete.
 Audit of Work-in-Progress
Work-in-progress is when work is not completed on the date of the balance sheet. All
such
expenses may be direct and indirect be shown to the debit side of the profit and loss
account. Incomplete work the work-in-progress when nearly completed it can be taken
as work-in-progress. The Auditor should note the following in this respect:
(i)
Profit on uncompleted work is calculated when 2/3 of work is complete.
(ii)
Proper checking on the distribution of overhead on work-in-progress is
taken care of.
(iii) What are the criteria for the valuation of work-in-progress? It should be
checked.
(iv)
He should also see whether it is incorporated in cost accounting.
(v)
The valuation of work-in-progress should not be changed very often.
(vi)
The open balance of work-in-progress is checked seriously. Its excess
valuation will affect profit. He should see that work-in-progress is not in
proportion to completed work. If it is, the auditor should try to know its
causes. If he is not satisfied with the explanation, it should be mentioned in
the Audit Report.
10. Report of the Cost Auditor
U/s 148: It is required of the cost audit that he must comply with the provisions of
Central Government directives while doing a cost audit. After completing the cost audit
he should submit a cost report within 120 days to the Central Government. He will
report that accounts are kept in conformity with the required norms.
The company on receipt of the Cost Audit Report will send it to Central Government
within 30 days. If Government is not satisfied with the explanations and information
can ask for other additional information which the company will supply within the
specified period as laid down by Central Government.
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The Cost Auditor highlights in his Audit Report the accuracy and proper form and
classifies that the accounting books of that company present a true and fair view. He
also highlights that the accounts are kept as suggested by Central Government. He
should be fair while writing a report, he should not be influenced by anybody. If he
finds some errors and frauds, he should mention them in his report.
9.2

MANAGEMENT AUDIT
1. Meaning and Definition

‘Management Audit’ as is apparent from the name is the evaluation of the success of
the work done by the management and its activities. It is a detected and critical
examination of the various activities relating to management. It is an audit of the
activities and policies of the organisation. In this, it is verified whether there is
optimum utilization of the resources available to the organisation or not. In other words
verification of the work of the important officials of the organisation is a management
audit.
(i)
According to Leslie R. Howard, “Management audit is an investigation of a
business from the highest level to downwards to ascertain whether sound
management prevails throughout, thus facilitating the most effective
relationship with the outside world and the most efficient organisation and
smooth running internally.
(ii)
According to William P. Leonard, “Management audit is a comprehensive
and constructive examination of an organisation structure of a company,
institution or branch of government or any component thereof, such as a
division or department, and its plans and objectives, its means of operation
and its use of human and physical facilities."
The above definitions include the following points:
(1) Correct information about the objectives of the organisation and their
worthiness.
(2) Segregation of the objectives of the organisation according to the targets.
(3) The capability of the organisation to achieve its objectives and targets and the
clear information with the liability centres to fulfil them.
(4) Inspection of the execution of work of the various liability centres and matching
them with the decided objectives and targets.
(5) Guiding the organisation based on the above procedures.
2. Scope of Management Audit
(i)
To obtain information about the objectives of the organisation.
(ii)
To divide the objectives into various plans and targets.
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(iii)
(iv)
(v)

To examine the infrastructure of the organisation to find out if it is adequate
to achieve the objectives or not.
To check the various activities and sub-activities to see if the desired
objectives have been achieved or not.
To give suggestions on the above.

3. Objects of Management Audit
(i)
To enhance the performance of the various activities in the units for the
efficient running of the organisation.
(ii)
To achieve efficiency of the management.
(iii) To find out the mistakes in the various aspects audited and give suggestions
for obtaining the maximum return from the activities done.
(iv)
To give resources and suggestions for achieving the targets and objectives
decided by the management.
(v)
To evaluate the execution of various policies and activities of the
management.
(vi)
To see whether there is optimum utilization of the resources obtained by the
management.
4. Need or Importance of Management Audit
Some people are of the view that a management audit is a kind of check on the
activities of the management. According to the management, the audit has no
justification. The management is discouraged by a management audit since it criticises
the activities of the management. In reality, whenever the management takes a decision,
it takes it according to the time and circumstances. Whereas an audit is conducted after
such time and circumstances pass. In such circumstances, the decisions taken by the
management can seem to be wrong, if the circumstances prevailing at that time are not
carefully analysed.
Keeping in mind the necessity of management audit expert writers say that such an
audit is not like a government audit in which various financial transactions are verified
in detail. The main objective of such an audit is to find out whether the managers have
done their work properly or not and how successful they have been in achieving the
pre-decided objectives. The Auditors are not concerned about the fact whether all the
formalities necessary to achieving these objectives have been met. They are concerned
with the actual results. The need for management audit is felt in the following
circumstances:
(1) Progressive Management: By getting a management audit done from time to
time the work done by the managers can be reviewed and they can be given
incentives for achieving the pre-decided targets.
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(2) The main objective of the Management audit is to find out the results, i.e., how
much money was invested and how much was the return on it. The progress of a
business can be measured easily by this technique.
(3) Many times in different circumstances certain third parties also want to get a
management audit done and the government can give orders for the
management audit of an industrial unit to find out the efficiency of the
management. The government gets a management audit of sick industries done
before giving them any financial help/loan or taking over their management.
(4) In the same way different types of financial organisations such as Banks,
Insurance
of any industrial unit get a management audit done before giving such loan and
they take a Companies, Finance Corporation etc. give loans to any organisation
or purchase the shares final decision about giving a loan or making an
investment based on this report only.
(5) A management audit is also done from time to time for organisations set up with
foreign
collaborations so that the foreign government and foreign investors can find out
how successfully the organisation is doing its work.
(6) Government organisations are also now realising that a change should be made
in the old technique of auditing and a management audit should be done. So that
the government officials can change their viewpoint and make it result-oriented.
Keeping the above points in mind it can be said that a management audit can prove to
be very useful in many circumstances if it is done properly. In today's changing
circumstances management audit is an important task of the audit.
5. Working Method of Management Audit
A management audit is not an ordinary audit. Such an audit is not possible by one
person. This is the reason why management audit is done by a group of people, which
includes experienced cost accountants, investigation experts, scientists and technical
engineers. Each member has to work with tact and intelligence. In this view, the work
done by the management is given.
To do the work of management audit the management auditor uses various techniques
and procedures. The technique and work are different from a normal audit because the
objective of such an audit is different from a normal audit. The management auditors
mainly look into the results of the various activities done in the field of management
therefore they do not verify the entries for the various transactions and their vouchers.
They do a valuation of the work done by the managers. In this way the review is done
of the following issues:
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(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

Limitations of objectives of the organisation.
The extent to which the objectives of the organisation have been received.
Whether the organisation structure of the organisation is correct or not.
What control the management has on the organisation.
Valuating the success of the following field:
(a) Verification of purchase management.
(b) Verification of sales management.
(c) Valuation of personnel management.
(d) Verification of the finance and accounts department.
(e) Verification of the main management.
(f) Verification of production management.
(g) Verification of distribution management.

The following techniques/procedures are applied for the valuation of the above:
(1) Inquiry: In this, the management auditor asks the questions relating to their
verification from the concerned officials and removes any doubts. For this first,
a schedule of questions is prepared which are clarified to find out information
about the hidden issues of the organization.
(2) Examination: Sometimes management auditors check various documents and
records. This is done when there is a possibility of mistakes in the internal
recording of transactions or the different clarifications are given by different
officials for the same issue.
(3) Confirmation: The management auditors take certificates from the concerned
officials to certify the information received by them.
(4) Observations Regarding various Activities and Conditions: Sometimes
management auditors have to form their views about the various activities and
conditions of the organisation, i.e., the facts which the auditors find out from the
verification done by them and based on those facts they make Organisational
Charts or Flow Charts.
(5) Correlation of Information: The management auditors find out the correlation
between the different information received by them as a result of which they
conclude. An important task of the auditor is also to find out the extent to which
the objects and standards decided in the beginning have been achieved.
6. The distinction between Financial Audit and Management Audit
No. Financial Audit
In a financial audit, only the financial
1
records are verified. Therefore its
scope is limited to the verification of
financial behaviour.
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2

A financial audit is concerned mainly It is concerned with the critical
with the financial aspects of the verification of the organisational
organisation. It has no direct relation structure
of
the
organisation.
to the activities and decisions of the
management.

3

The financial auditor presents his
report for a specific period on a
specific date on the financial position
(profit/loss and financial position) of
an organization.
The financial auditor is not concerned
with the activities and abilities of the
management.

4

5

6

The management auditor presents his
report on the activities of the
management during a specific period
and gives the necessary suggestions for
achieving the objectives.
The management auditor is mainly
concerned with the valuation of the
policies
and
activities
of
the
management and making them more
efficient and effective.
A financial audit comes to an end after The work of a management auditor
a report is issued on the financial begins where that of a financial auditor
accounts.
ends.
A financial audit is mandatory under Management audit is not mandatory for
law for certain organisations.
any organization.
7. Appointment of Management Auditor

A provision for a management auditor has not been made under any law therefore any
organization/company can decide on the selection of a management auditor on its own.
Even though the appointment of a management auditor is not mandatory under any law
even then the Board of Directors or shareholders can appoint a firm of Chartered
Accountants as management auditors of a company. Such a decision depends on the
circumstances of the company.
8. Qualification or Qualities of Management Auditor
It is not possible to describe the qualifications of a management auditor. It is not
essential for a management auditor to have some essential qualifications, i.e., he doesn't
need to be a Chartered Accountant or Cost Accountant. Since the job of management
auditors is to do a valuation of the plans policies and activities of the management,
therefore he should be capable of giving expert advice on all the aspects of the
organisational activities to the board of directions so that the organisation can achieve
beneficial results.
The management auditor should mainly have the following qualifications:
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(i)

He should have the capability of understanding the objectives and problems
of the organization.
(ii)
He should be capable of deciding that the objective and growth of the
organisation are being achieved.
(iii) He should have the capability of understanding the nature of objectives and
scope of work of the organisations.
(iv)
He should be familiar with the principles governing the transfer of authority,
management by objectives, management by exception, management
planning and control and preparation of financial and other details.
(v)
He should be well versed in the techniques of internal control and work
analysis.
(vi)
He should have the technical knowledge and be capable of making the most
efficient use of all the equipment and accessories used in modern offices.
(vii) He should see whether the plans formulated by the management are
adequate and appropriate for the achievement of the objectives of the
management.
(viii) He should know about the production activities of the organisation.
(ix)
He should have the capability of valuing the nature of controls and their
adequacy.
(x)
He should be familiar with laws and rules relating to the activities of the
organisation.
(xi)
The management auditor should have a polite, calm, pleasing and helpful
nature so that he can obtain all the help he requires for the completion of his
work. In case he makes the officials and employees of the organisation
angry, who are already suspicious of the fact that their activities are going to
be criticized, he will not be able to obtain their assistance and will also not
be able to get his advice followed.
9. Remuneration of Management Auditor
Normally a Chartered Accountant or cost accountant is appointed based on an
agreement and the remuneration paid to him depends on the work done by him. The
directors and management auditor fix the remuneration through mutual talks and
approval which is obtained by the Board of Directors in a meeting of the shareholders.
Approval of the Central Government is essential for payment of remuneration to the
management auditor. This is only a formality.
10. Functions of Management Auditor
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The scope of work of a management auditor is very vast and is concerned with a field
like production, distribution, marketing, marketing research, accounts, finance,
activities relating to employees, etc.
In production, the management auditor has to see the purchase plan, production
process, internal transportation and maintenance of the storehouse. In the same way in
distribution, he has to verify the sales policies and plans, sales records, advertisement
activities, sales control etc. and find out their difficulties and inadequacies and makes
suggestions for making these activities more efficient and effective. In this way, a limit
cannot be put on the scope of work of a management auditor. In short, the work of a
management auditor is as follows:
(i)
He gives information about any wasteful spending, lack of work efficiency
and negligence towards work and gives suggestions about the optimum
utilization of resources.
(ii)
The management auditor helps in implementing the policies and plans. By
pointing out the weakness and mistakes he makes the management more
progressive and strong.
(iii) He helps the management in making the best decisions. Management audit
helps the management in avoiding losses.
(iv)
The management auditor helps in distributing the rights and liabilities
amongst the top management and he removes any mistakes in carrying out
the activities and helps in removing internal conflicts.
(v)
The management auditor helps in improving the business performance from
within and outside the organisation.
(vi)
He can suggest the management for the best solution for the valuation of
activities of the management.
(vii) He helps the management in making purchase plans and following
budgetary policies.
11. Rights of Management Auditor
Though the auditor has to discharge his duties as per the nature and conditions of the
agreement, he is appointed for the verification of management policies and valuation of
management activities. Therefore he has the following rights for the discharge of his
duties and obligations:
(1) Examination of Records: The management auditor has the right to verify the
different books, books of accounts, and financial books maintained by the
organisation and make enquiries relating to such books so that he can give
suggestions for improving the profits and efficiency of the organisation.
(2) Claim his Remuneration: The management auditor has the right to claim his
remuneration. All terms relating to the payment of remuneration are decided at
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(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

the time of appointment only. Normally remuneration is paid after the work has
been completed by the auditor but in case the management auditor has been
appointed to analyse the work of the management for several years then the
remuneration can be paid after three months, six months or a year. A decision in
this regard should be taken in the beginning itself to avoid any
misunderstandings between the management auditor and board of directors.
Timely Appraisal and Review: The management auditor has the right to do a
timely appraisal of the management policies and he can also do a timely review
of the management decision. This is an internal measure to get the
Management's actions on the right track, which should not be disclosed by the
auditor to outsiders.
Confirmation of Information: The management auditor has the right to
receive a written or oral confirmation about any information received by him.
He can utilize any other source or technique to vouch for this information and
issues.
Use of Analytical Technique: While reviewing the various management
activities
a
management auditor has a right to verify with the help of various techniques of
auditing.
Sign the Audit Report: The management auditor has the right to sign the audit
report to certify the audit report before submitting it to the Board of Directors.
He can review and rethink the issues before submitting the report.

12. Duties of Management Auditor
The law does not contain any provisions for the duties of the Management Auditor and
even the Companies Act is silent on this issue, but looking at the nature and scope of
his work the duties of a management auditor are as follows:
(1) Verify Statement of Production: The main duty of a management auditor is to
match the production accounts and statement of production and verify whether
the statement of production has been correctly made and show the actual
position of the various products and the related distributions.
(2) Conduct Inquiry: While doing a management audit the management auditor
should prepare an adequate questionnaire because an adequate questionnaire is a
key to finding out the hidden problems of the management. After this, he has to
gather the remaining evidence by asking appropriate questions.
(3) Examination of Documents and Records: Apart from the different
professional obligations an important duty of the management auditor along
with verifying the production records is to verify any records or documents of
any agreements between the company and any other related third parties, the
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client and employees. He should verify any internal and external opposition to
the management decisions.
(4) Confirm the supplied Information: He should obtain written or oral
confirmation from different officials to confirm and cross-check any
information received. In this way, a management auditor can escape from any
liability if he used his intelligence and common sense to analyse the information
made available to him.
(5) Observe Pertinent Activities and Conditions: The management auditor
should himself observe pertinent activities and conditions and in this relation, he
should make an organisation chart and flow chart.
(6) Correlate Information: The information collected from various people and
sources should be matched and correlated by various mathematical techniques
so that their appropriateness can be found and a decision can be reached.
(7) Make Comparisons: The management auditor should compare the desired
activities with the pre-decided standards. A comparison can also be made with
the previous year's standards. In case he cannot do so it becomes difficult for
him to reach an intelligent conclusion.
(8) Review of the Process of Management: The management auditor should
review the process of management. This review can be done by analysing
various important activities such as planning, organising, control techniques,
purchase, production management, sales, finance, management in the service
sector etc. In case he does not analyse these activities he will be unable to come
to an appropriate decision as a result of which he will face problems in making
the management audit report.
(9) Honest, Faithful and Hardworking: It is also the duty of the management
auditor that be honest, faithful and hardworking for the organisation/institution
he works for.
(10)
Submit Management Audit Report: After verifying every aspect of
the management audit, the management auditor must issue a report in this
regard. The report should be clear and concise. He should be confident of his
capabilities that after evading all the circumstances he can give such suggestions
which improve the efficiency and profit earning capacity of the organisation.

13. Removal of Management Auditor
The management auditor can be removed by the Board of Directors or shareholders. In
case he has been appointed by the Board, the Board can remove him. But in case he has
been appointed by the shareholders then the Board of Directors cannot remove him
without the approval of the shareholders. To remove a management auditor it is
mandatory to send the auditor an appropriate notice and reasons for removal should be
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sent to the shareholders (members). A special resolution passed by 75 per cent of the
shareholders is mandatory for such removal.
14. Practical Aspects of Management Audit
Concerning a management audit, the auditor should obtain information about the
Practical aspects, i.e., technical specialities of the organisation. The information is as
follows:
(1) Objects: The management auditor should analyse the objectives of the
organisation in the context of the present circumstances.
(2) Financial Planning: The management auditor should see that the decisions
taken concerning the financial policies and plans are implemented within a
reasonable time or not and the extent to which the results are beneficial for the
organisation.
(3) Production: The management auditor should have adequate knowledge about
production and cost techniques.
(4) Policies and Procedures: The management auditor should be familiar with the
policies
and procedures of the organisation so that he can verify whether the same are
being followed or not. In case there are any faults in them he should give the
necessary suggestions for their rectification.
(5) Organisational Control: The organisational structure of the area being
evaluated should be analysed and if the organisation/company has a chart then
the actual structure should be matched with the chart.
(6) Control: The management auditor should see whether the procedures for
control are adequate or not.
(7) Staff: The kind of staff required for the area being evaluated should be found
out and it should be seen whether the same kind of staff as required is being
employed or not.
(8) Layout and Physical Equipment: The layout and physical equipment should
be verified to find out how optimum utilization of the modern equipment can be
done.
15. Management Audit Report
The management audit report should be correct, deep, clear and simple. The facts
contained in his report should be based on the information contained and the analyses
thereof. In case the report is critical, even then it should help improve the efficiency of
the management. The report should be such that the management understands the
criticism in the right sense and can act accordingly. Normally he should give details
about the following issues in the report:
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(i) Is the return, the shareholders are receiving on their investment less, adequate
or above average.
(ii) A detailed description of the return received by the shareholders on their
investment in the current and previous year.
(iii) The comparison of the running costs of the organisation with the running costs
of similar organisations.
(iv) The deviation between the actual work done and what should be done, the
reason for such deviation and the effect of such deviation on the organisation.
(v) Are the plant and machinery able to give maximum production or not?
(vi) Are the relations between the management and labour cordial or not?
(vii)
Does the organisation have a bright future?
While giving any suggestion, improvement or reference in a report it should be kept in
mind that the suggestion/improvement/reference should be such that it can be
implemented. A summary should be given at the end of the report from which the
management can obtain information about the report easily.
9.3

TAX AUDIT

Income Tax Act, 1961, specifically provides that all companies: that may be trading or
non-trading public charitable trust are liable to Audit their accounts. The provision of
action under Section 12(A), 35(D), 35(E), 44(AB), 80(HHB), 80(i) and 142(2A)
determines correct taxable and the same be audited by a competent auditor.
1. Who can Conduct Tax Audit?
According to Section 44 AB of the Income Tax Act, the accounts that can be audited by
competent accountants are according to Chartered Accountant Act, 1944 under Section
288 (2) and company Act, 2013, section 141 defines the person who can audit tax. For
the tax audit, he doesn't need to be a practising Chartered Accountant. Thus, a nonpractising person is a competent accountant such an accountant should be aware of
related laws/rules, forms and documents. For example: for the audit of Cooperative
societies, the auditor doesn't need to be a Chartered Accountant.
2. Limit of Tax Audit Assignments
A Chartered Accountant firm shall not accept Audits of more than 45 companies, but
the provisions of the company Act, 2013, Section 139 be taken care of. According to
the decision of the ICAI council: Income Tax Act section: 44AD, 44AE and 44AF
persons doing business as per the above sections are excluded from the above limit.
3. Objectives of Tax Audit
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The main objectives of tax Audit areas:
(1) Correct Income: The checking and study of account books reveal that correct
income is calculated and calculation of tax is correct and all relevant rebates and
concessions are taken care of.
(2) Correct Reporting: The accounts and reports are placed before the Income-tax
Officer in a specified manner, it will ease the tax assessment.
(3) Lesser Time: The income tax officer will not devote much time to the
verification of general purchases and sales. The time so saved will be used for
other investigations or suggestions.
4. Appointment of Tax Auditor
It is not necessary to appoint a Tax Auditor in its Annual General Meeting. The
appointment can be made by the Board of Directors or Managing Director. If Assessee
feels that more than one tax Auditor can be appointed. In such a situation, the Audit
report should be signed by all the Auditors and will be responsible jointly for audited
work. It should be mentioned that the auditor is appointed according to Section 44AB
for auditing the accounts.
5. Audit Report and Signature
According to Section 64 of the Income Tax Act, 1961, all collected facts and
information are recorded in a statement form, this is under Section 44AB is in the form
of a report which is as:
(i)
Form 3CA is meant for all who do trading these persons are not subject to
Audit their account in any other Act.
(ii)
Form 3CB is meant for those who do trading but are not covered under (1)
above.
(iii) Form 3CD is compulsory for those persons who are using statements to be
shown under Section 44AB.
According to Act, the report will be submitted in two parts:
The first part of the report reveals. To the best of my knowledge and belief, the
accounts provide desired information as per Act the Profit and Loss account and
Balance Sheet present true and fair views. The second part of the report deals with
Annexure which gives all relevant and needed information and will give his opinion
that all information is correct or not given in the Annexure.
The report will be signed in the name of the Auditor. When any firm is appointed an
Auditor a case report will be signed by the Auditor himself in his name and address,
and will also give his membership number allotted by the Institute of Chartered
Accountants.
The report should specify the place and date where the report is submitted.
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6. General Matters to be considered while Conducting Tax Audit
The tax auditor before starting his routine work should take care of the following:
(i)
Before starting his work the tax Auditor should know the Nature, Work and
Working.
(ii)
He should know the form of organisation and also the information of
concerned persons in the managerial positions.
(iii) He should see the Assessment year and Accounting Financial years conform
to each other.
(iv)
Nature of work and all information about the organisation should be studied
from documents such as:
In Case of Company: The Memorandum and Articles of Association and
In Case of Partnership Firm: Agreement must be read thoroughly.
(v)
He should know the form of Book-keeping and Accounting systems and the
form of keeping Accounts.
(vi)
The Tax Auditor should receive all letters and documents which may be
needed by him directly or indirectly for his work. To name a few:
Documents related to Assess, Provision for Taxes and Tax determination
orders.
(vii) The procedure of internal check followed by the assessee should be checked
whether the working or procedure is effective or it has some defects.
(viii) He should have complete knowledge of Government laws and regulations
which effects the Assess.
7. Working Paper of Auditor
The documents, vouchers, letters of clarification, etc. which may help the Auditor in his
work are known as Working Papers. The following is the list of working papers.
Analysis of financial merits, Summary of various explanations, fill with letters, list of
Debtors and creditors, Statement of various Assets, List of Bad-debts, Valuation of
stock, outstanding liabilities, Rough Balance sheet and form of Profit and Loss and
Balance Sheet, etc.
The Tax Department gets useful information regarding correct taxable income from
reports as per Section 44AB. The Tax Audit Report should attach all related notes for
various explanations. These papers also help the tax Auditor while he prepares his
Audit Report. These papers will help him in future if he is to seek any information. A
few examples of such papers are:
(i)
Those papers have related information regarding the Accounting system of
Assess.
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(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

Do those papers specify who did the work? What is the extent of checking
and its nature?
Details of explanation during auditing who did what and decisions based on
explanations.
All statements which are not clarified or explained conform.
All legal documents are prepared for tax payment.

8. Tax Audit - Section 44 AB
Under Section 44 AB all business and professional firms are under compulsion to Audit
in the following circumstances:
(i)
When any person in the previous year has sales of Rs 1 Crore or more from
such business.
(ii)
In the case of the profession: When income is more than 50 lakh (single
person) in any previous year.
(iii) There are cases when Assess has to resort to Audit even if his income is not
more than 40 lakhs.
When profits from the business are coming from Section: 44AD, 44AE, 44AF, 44BB
and 44BBB whichever case may be considered personal profits.
Section 44AC: covers that Assess who are covered under Section 44AD and 40AF,
who declared gross receipt is not more than Rs 1 crore. On the other hand Section,
44AC applies to such Assess who does not own more than 10 goods carriage, whose
gross receipt and sale may be of any amount.
In other words, when sales are more than Rs 1 crore, are not liable for tax Audit if they
own less than 10 goods carriers.
 Persons not Covered Under section 44AB
The following persons are not covered under Section 44AB.
(i)
NRI whose income is from shipping (Section 44AB).
(ii)
NRI whose Aircraft operation income is calculated under a special provision
(U/s 44 BBA).
(iii) When any person is liable u/s 44AB to compulsory tax Audit, should fill the
specified form before a specified date. When the same person is taxed in any
other Act for the matter he should file a report to the income tax officer
before the specified time.
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9. Liability for Tax Audit
The Audit tax liability is as:
(i)
A person who does not do business is not liable for tax audits under Section
44AB.
(ii)
A charitable trust, and a cooperative society, it is not liable to be taxed, even
though they are supposed to Audit their accounts when sales in the previous
year are more than 40 lakhs.
(iii) In the same way when any individual whose income is less than the taxable
limit is liable to be audited when his income from the business is more than
40 lakhs.
(iv)
Section 44AB applies to NRI.
(v)
Section 44AB does not apply to persons whose income comes from Section
44B and 44BBA.
Penalties for failure to get Account Audited. When any Assesses fails to Audit his
Account and fails to send the report is liable u/s 271 B, to the tune of 50% of total sales
or gross receipts or Rs, 1,00,000 which even is lower between the two can be fined.
10. Specimen of Tax Audit Report
According to the provision of Income Tax 1961, (Section 44 AB) the Audit report is
prepared in the following way:
We have audited the Account: Profit and Loss and Balance Sheet of Wood Wool
Company Ltd. Bahadurgarh for the period ending on 31-3-2014 is attached here and we
report:
(i)
We have received all the information and explanations needed for our
satisfaction and Audit.
(ii)
In our opinion, as is clear from the books of Accounts, books are kept as per
the requirement of the Company Act.
(iii) The Profit and Loss Account and Balance Sheet about which the report is
given in conformity with the books of Account.
(iv)
In our opinion, the explanation and information supplied to us, the Account
of the company provides desired information as per Company Act, 2013:
(a) The balance Sheet on 31-3-2014 reveals the economic status of the
company and
(b) Profit and Loss Account on that date conveys a correct and fair view of
the company.
(v)
Form 3CD gives all information that is needed as per Section 44AB is
attached herewith.
(vi)
In our opinion we have received information and explanations as needed for
3CD are attached in annexure true and fair.
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We inform the following discrepancies if any areas:
None,
Chartered Accountant
Place:
Membership Number
Partner
11. Tax Audit of Charitable Institutions or Public Trusts

Name
Bhubaneswar
Date: 28-4-2019

U/s 12A, every charitable trust or public trust is liable for Registration. As per Incometax Act, 1961 (under sections 11 and 12) charitable institutions or public trusts can
claim income tax rebates/exemptions when the following conditions are fulfilled:
(1) A person who is entitled to concessions must apply before the income tax
commissioner for Registration at least one year before the formation of trust.
When the commissioner is satisfied he can accept the application before the
specified period.
(2) U/s 11 and 12 without disturbing the provisions of the above Sections when
sales of such trust are more than 40 lakhs, its accounts are to be audited by such
person authorized u/s 288(2). The Accountant will verify the accounts and will
submit his report under his signature in the prescribed form.
The Income Tax Act 1961, (Section 17-B) well forward Audited report on Form
10B.
(3) Working Plans and Documents to be received: The Auditor's working plan is
to highlight defects and irregularities and if so needed to give probable solutions
and suggestions So that the working may be more efficient and controlled. The
Auditor will be received the writing of the working plans and documents.
(i)
The proposal of appointment in the prescribed form as per 10B, wherein the
working area of the Auditor is determined and his rights and duties are.
When the Auditor is appointed as per Section 12A who will work as a
substitute to someone else, in such a situation he should inform him before
joining.
(ii)
To receive the list of all Account books kept by the trust. A complete list of
all assets and liabilities and a certificate of opening cash balances.
(iii) To receive the certificate regarding the internal check and its process.
(iv)
To receive the certified copy of the Trust Deed which will define the
objectives and working areas of the trust.
(v)
To receive a certified copy of the Trial Balance, Profit and Loss Account
and Balance Sheet.
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(4) Checking and Verification: The Auditor should verify whether the books of
account kept by the trust are as per the principle of Accounting or not. He
should also have the Internal check's effectiveness whether correct directions
and ordinances are followed or not. He should see all vouchers whether all
transactions effected are in the preview of trust, these should be certified by the
trustee or its representative.
He should also see that certain incomes of the trust are accrued (due) but not received
whether these are included as income or not. Similarly, certain payments due but not
paid are included in expenditure or not. The Auditor should verify the following:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Whether the trust's Profit and Loss Account and Balance Sheet show the
true and fair view of trust or not.
Whether the valuation of assets is done after the provisions of
depreciation or not.
Whether all investments and liabilities are properly graded or not.
Whether income not be received by the trust is shown as bad debt or not.

(5) Audit-Report and Annexure: After completing the work, the Auditor should
draft a report about his work done. Every report is attached to an annexure that
gives the following information:
(i)
U/s 13 (3) discloses the list of persons with their names and addresses.
(ii)
All needed information and classifications as perform 10B.
(iii)
All the information and classifications given to the auditor should be
verified.
(iv)
When as per Section 13 (3) the list of persons as trustees is not shown
then Annexures II and III should disclose such discrepancies.

9.4

LET US SUM UP

A cost audit represents the verification of cost accounts and checking on the adherence
to the cost accounting plan. Cost audit ascertains the accuracy of cost accounting
records to ensure that they conform with cost accounting principles, plans, procedures
and objectives. A management audit is an assessment of how well an organization's
management team is applying its strategies and resources. A management audit
evaluates whether the management team is working in the interests of shareholders,
employees, and the company's reputation. A tax audit is an examination of your tax
return by the IRS to verify that your income and deductions are accurate.
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9.5

KEYWORDS












9.6

Cost Audit: A cost audit represents the verification of cost accounts and
checking on the adherence to the cost accounting plan.
Vouching: Vouching is concerned with examining documentary evidence to
ascertain the authenticity of entries in books of accounts.
Audit Notes: The audit Note Book is a register maintained by the audit staff to
record important points observed, errors, doubtful queries, explanations and
clarifications to be received from the clients.
Questionnaires: A set of printed or written questions with a choice of answers,
devised for a survey or statistical study.
Progressive Manager: A leader in an organization who doesn't conform to
conventional thinking on management, instead opting to look for innovative or
"progressive" ways to lead.
Organisational Goal: Organizational goals are strategic objectives that a
company's management establishes to outline expected outcomes and guide
employees' efforts.
Tax Audit: A tax audit is an examination of your tax return by the IRS to verify
that your income and deductions are accurate.
Management Audit Report: A management audit is an assessment of how
well an organization's management team is applying its strategies and
resources.
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9.7

MODEL QUESTIONS

Q 01:
Q 02:
Q 03:
Q 04:
Q 05:
Q 06:
Q 07:

Give a Specimen of Tax Audit Report.
What are the objectives of a Tax Audit?
Explain the practical aspects of Management Audit.
Discuss the rights and duties of the Management Auditor.
Differentiate between Financial Audit and Management Audit.
How Cost Audit Techniques are executed?
What are the advantages and criticism of Cost Audit?
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UNIT 10

RECENT TRENDS IN AUDITING

Structure
10.0 Learning Objectives
10.1 Introduction
10.2 Meaning and Definition of Environment Audit
10.3 Characteristics of Environmental Audit
10.4 Types of Environmental Audit
10.5 Meaning of Social Audit
10.6 Definition of Social Audit
10.7 Characteristics of Social Audit
10.8 Objective of Social Audit
10.9 Types of Social Audit
10.10 Benefits of Social Audit
10.11 Human Resource Audit
10.12 Definition of HR Audit
10.13 Objectives of HR Audit
10.14 Approaches to HR Audit
10.15 Benefits of Audit
10.16 Forensic Audit
10.17 Tools and Techniques of Forensic Audit
10.18 Auditing and Assurance Standard
10.19 Auditing & EDP
10.20 Let us Sum up
10.21 Keywords
10.22 Further Readings
10.23 Model Questions
10.0

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

After reading the unit, you will understand
 Who is a Statutory Auditor and its Qualification?
 Appointment of Statutory Auditor.
 Removal, Remuneration and Liabilities of an Auditor.
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10.1.

INTRODUCTION

In many countries, now a day, environmental matters have become a top
priority. There is more and more demand for assessment of the environmental impact
due to the production of goods and provision of services.
There is growing pressure houses for businesses to consider
environmental effect on their operations. As a result, the global community considered
it necessary to determine the best practices in accounting for environmental
transactions. Ultimately accounting for the environment and its disclosure for the
various interested parties in the annual report of the companies has been emerging as an
important area of interest for the government, the public in general, environmentalist
and the business sector. Environmental problems of a country vary with its stage of
development, the structure of its economy, production technologies in use and
environmental policies of the government.
10.2.

MEANING AND DEFINITION OF ENVIRONMENTAL AUDIT

According to Confederation of British Industry, 1990 (based on the International
Chamber of Commerce) defined “Environmental Audit as the systematic emanation
of the interactions between any business operations and its surroundings, this includes
all emission to air, legal constraints, the effect on the neighbouring community,
landscape and ecology, and the public's perception of the operating company in the
local area... Environmental audit does not stop at compliance with legislation, nor is it a
'green washing' public relations exercise ... Rather it is a total strategic approach to the
organization's activities”.
The International Chamber of Commerce (ICC, 1991) defines environmental
auditing as, “A management tool comprising a systematic, documented, periodic and
objective evaluation of how well environmental organization, management and
equipment are performing to contribute to safeguarding the environment by:
 Facilitating management control of environmental practices; and


Assessing compliance with company policies, which would include meeting
regulatory requirements...
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ENVIRONMENT, SOCIETY AND GOVERNANCE (ESG) FRAMEWORK
ESG components; Environmental sustainability is demonstrated through optimal
natural resource and energy consumption, responsible waste and pollution management
leaving a minimal environmental footprint. The social dimension is determined by the
links and ties the company creates with the local community, the concern for its
employees and the working conditions, diversity and inclusion and factoring in the
‘long term’ well-being of other stakeholders, including suppliers, and customers and the
community. The Governance Dimension brings together the role played by
independent directors and board effectiveness in ensuring transparency, and stakeholder
well-being through systems, processes and audit controls.
Corporate India found it challenging to realign itself with the changing environment;
from a protected environment to open competition. In the transition, corrupt practices
and large-scale scams surfaced, bankruptcy cases ballooned, weak governance
structures were exposed and many large successful traditional companies vanished,
while a new breed of players emerged across industries.
However, the United Nations’ sustainable development goals (SDG) and targets to be
achieved by 2030 are ambitions and include eliminating poverty, health and well-being,
clean energy, responsible production and consumption, climate action and gender
equality. There is enormous international pressure on countries and corporates to
seriously contribute to a global sustainability agenda.
Source: Business Line

10.3. CHARACTERISTICS OF ENVIRONMENTAL AUDIT
(a) Management Tool: An environmental audit is but one of many environmental
management tools which are used to assess, evaluate and manage environmental
and sustainability issues. This tool can be used in various ways but also has its
limitations. The audit is sometimes confused with an Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA). An EIA is a tool used to predict, evaluate and analyse
environmental impacts before a project commences, whereas an environmental
audit looks at environmental performance for an existing operation or activity.
(b) Systematic: The environmental audit is a systematic process that must be
carefully planned, structured and organised. As it is part of a long term process
of evaluation and checking, it needs to be a repeatable process that can be
readily replicated by (if necessary) different teams of people in such a way that
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the results are comparable and can reflect the change in both a quantifiable
manner.
(c) Documented: The base of any environmental audit is that its findings are
supported by documents and verifiable information. The audit process will seek,
on a sampled basis, to track past actions, activities, events, and procedures to
ensure that they are carried out according to systems requirements and in the
correct manner. Document trails are vital in verifying verbal answers to
questions and ensuring that persons are carrying out their duties and tasks
according to the correct procedures and training.
(d) Periodic: Environmental audits form part of a process. Although they are
individual events, the real value of environmental audits is the fact that they are
carried out, at defined intervals, and their results can illustrate improvement or
change over time. It can sometimes take as long as three iterations of an audit
before sustainable environmental change and improvement can be tracked
clearly. This is because the audit will often identify the need for behavioural
change which cannot always be implemented immediately, particularly if
training programmes have to be altered and terms and conditions of service
changed.
(e) Objective Evaluation: Although environmental audits are carried out using
policies, procedures, documented systems and objectives as a test, there is
always an element of subjectivity in an audit. This flexibility reflects the fact
that different auditors have a different life and professional skills and experience
and they may bring different interpretations to site situations and circumstances.
Having audit teams that include specialist skills and who come back annually to
repeat audits, will tend to level out any variance caused by individual skills and
experience.
(f) Environmental Performance: The essence of any environmental audit is to
find out how well the environmental organization, environmental management
and environmental equipment are performing. Each of the three components is
crucial in ensuring that the organization’s environmental performance meets the
goals set in its environmental policy. The individual functioning and the success
of integration will all play a role in the degree of success or failure of the
organisation's environmental performance.
(g) Facilitating management control of environmental practices: Environmental
practices can happen with or without direct or specific instructions. The key to
good environmental performance is to ensure that these practices happen
according to procedure, guidelines, and training and systems requirements. For
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example, a tanker driver may be told to take a load of liquid waste to a licensed
waste site. On the way, he may want to save his employers some money and
discharge his load into a stream. He may have good intentions but if he has not
to been given clear instructions supported by training to follow specific
instructions, the consequences of his actions can be severe.
(h) Compliance with company policies and regulatory requirements: Compliance
is traditionally thought of as meaning compliance with the law. However,
compliance with corporate policies is the primary base, which will include legal
compliance as a part of any organisation's governance policies. It could be
argued that all legal compliance is the minimum requirement and that
companies should have more stringent internal targets to take account of
occasions when compliance is not possible due to mechanical breakdown,
power failures or other emergency events. Thus there should be a greater focus
on compliance with corporate policies which should include the requirement for
environmental performance to be better than the minimum legal requirement.
The Kotak Committee on Corporate Governance (2017), the introduction of the
Nifty 100 ESG Index (2018), and the launch of Business Responsibility and
Sustainability Reporting (BRSR; 2021) by SEBI augur well for the investing
community in India in general, and Environmental, Social and Governance
(ESG) oriented market in particular.
10.4.

TYPES OF ENVIRONMENTAL AUDIT

a) Environmental Management Audits: The audits are designed to check and
evaluate the effectiveness of environmental management systems.
b) Environmental Compliance Audits: Environmental compliance (or performance)
audits are specifically designed to test compliance (which covers both legal
compliance and corporate compliance) to environmental policies, objectives, laws,
by-laws, ordinances, regulations and standards. These types of audits will often also
include more numerical testing and specific checks on, for example, compliance
with requirements in water and air permits and licences.
c) Environmental Assessment Audit: It is an instrument used to check that an
Environmental Impact Assessment complies with the minimum legal requirements
and also checks to ensure that due legal process has been followed.
d) Waste Audits: Waste audits are environmental audits that specifically look at the
waste management component of an operation or site. In such audits, the various
aspects of waste management would be reviewed and the methods, procedures and
systems checked and verified.
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e) Environmental Due Diligence Audits: The kind of issues that can emerge from
environmental due diligence audits include past dumping or burying of the
hazardous waste which may result in pollutants contaminating the groundwater. In
such circumstances, the owner of the land where the waste was buried could be held
liable for the clean-up costs. It is important, when purchasing property, to ensure
that the hew owner is not taking over someone else's hidden environmental
liabilities.
f) Supplier Audits: It should be an audit using the environmental conditions
included in the contract document. In the absence of any specific conditions, it
could be an audit of the supplier's environmental management system with special
reference to the client's business.
10.5.

MEANING OF SOCIAL AUDIT

The term 'Social Audit is the assessment of how well a company has discharged
its social obligations. It is also a systematic and comprehensive evaluation of an
organization's 'social performance' which is interpreted as organizational efforts in
enriching the general welfare of the whole community and the whole society. A social
audit is a comprehensive evaluation of the way a company discharges all its
responsibilities to its shareholders, customers, employees, and the wider community.
10.6. DEFINITION OF SOCIAL AUDIT




10.7.

According to De Bowen, “Social audit is a commitment to systematic
assessment and reporting on some meaningful, definable domain of a company's
activities that have a social impact".
According to Melvin Austen “The social audit is an idea whose time has come,
but which is not ready to be taken off the drawing board and put to work”.
CHARACTERISTICS OF SOCIAL AUDIT

Social audits have the following characteristics:
i. A social audit is a process for evaluating, reporting on, and improving an
organization
performance and behaviour, and for measuring its effect on society. The social
audit can be used to produce a measure of the social responsibility of an
organisation.
ii.

A social Audit is an Audit of the non-financial impact of an organization on
society.
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iii.

A social Audit is a review of the public interest in non-profit and social
activities of a business. These audits usually are performed primarily for the
internal benefit and typical are not released to the public. Internal or external
consulting groups, as part of regular internal audits, may perform the social
audit routinely. These evaluations consider the social and environmental
impacts of business activities.

iv.

A social audit means a method of measuring a company's level of social
responsibility.

v.

A social audit is an audit in which social performance is analysed to know
whether the activities of an entity have affected society positively or negatively.

vi.

Furthermore, the evaluation of socio-economic effects from any business,
company, enterprise Govt. policies etc. is called Social Audit.

10.8.

OBJECTIVES OF SOCIAL AUDIT

The purpose of conducting a Social Audit is not to find fault with the individual
functionaries but to assess the performance in terms of social, environmental and
community goals of the organizations. It is a way of measuring the extent to which an
organisation lives up to the shared values and objectives it has committed itself to. It
provides an assessment of the impact of an organization's non-financial objectives
through systematic and regular monitoring based on the views of its stakeholders.
(a) Ethical Issues: They offer the basis for determining what is right and what is
wrong in terms of a given situation. Ethics is best understood when we cite
examples relating to unethical conduct. A few such examples can be price
discrimination, unfair trade practices, cheating customers pirating employees'
ideas, and learning the job without observing the contract.
(b) Equal Opportunities: A second relevant social issue, which comes under
social audit, is the enquiry of treatment in employment and a fair justice system
in the organization Employment decisions in an organisation should be based on
merit and ability and not based on arbitrary quotas based on gender, race or
religion.
(c) Quality of Work Life: Besides demands for safe, healthy and human work
environment people are seeking greater meaning in their lives greater
responsibility, growth, freedom and flexibility fair reward system are a few
things which employees have a preference for. There is also a growing demand
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for employee assistance programmes keeping in mind the present day stressful
situations they are exposed to.
(d) Consumerism: Business has a special obligation toward the consumer as the
business exists to serve and satisfy the needs of the consumers. It is the principal
duty of business to make available to the consumer items of daily needs in the
right quantity at a right time, and price of the right quality. However many
Indian products are not safe at all and the consumer suffers at hands of corrupt
and dishonest corporate houses.
(e) Environmental Protection: Growing water, air and environmental pollution by
various industries in recent times have led to a public outcry demanding
environmental protection at any cost.
(f) Checking Corruption: Bringing transparency and checking corruption are two
other objectives of social audit too. Transparency here is not merely the display
of information on a board mentioning the total estimated budget and total
expenditure or a broad framework of the programme. It is about providing a
detailed head wise budget and expenditure with a copy of bills and vouchers in
case of finance and a copy of other relevant records to help people understand
the detail of the process adopted including all decisions taken and selections
made.
(g) Identifying Critical Areas of Improvements: Another objective of social
Audit is to help an implementing agency to know and identify its critical areas
of improvement and how best the programme can be implemented through
people's participation. It is a way toward successful implementation of the
programme for the people and by the implementation. Taking into account the
views of the most vulnerable people in the society including single women
headed families, people with disability, uncared aged and the poorest of the
poor is another important objective of social audit.
(h) The purpose of conducting the social audit is not to find fault with the
individual function areas but to assess the performance in terms of social,
environmental and community goals of the organization. It is a way of
measuring the extent to which an organization lives up to the shared values and
objectives it has committed itself to. It provides an assessment of the impact of
an organization’s non-financial objectives through systematic and regular
monitoring, based on the views of its stakeholders.
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10.09

TYPES OF SOCIAL AUDIT

The various types of social audits may be listed below:
(a) Social Process Audit: It tries to measure the effectiveness of those activities of
the organization which are largely taken up to meet certain social objectives.
(b) Financial Statements Format Social Audit: In this type, financial statements
show conventional financial information plus information regarding social
activities. About associates, a management consultancy firm proposed that the
balance sheet should show a list of social assets on one side and social
commitments, liabilities and equity on another side. The income statement
should reveal social benefits, social costs and the net social income provided by
the company operations to the staff community, general public and clients. This
approach has been criticized as many feel that it may create confusion
complicating issues further and defying easy understanding.
(c) Macro-Micro Social Indicator Audit: This type of audit requires an
evaluation of a company's performance in terms of social measures (micro
indicators) against macro social measures. The macro social factors include the
social goals expected by society in terms of health, safety, education, housing,
accidents, pollution control measures, etc. The micro-social indicators are
measures of the performance of the company in those areas measured by macrosocial indicators.
One of the important problems with this approach is the non-availability of reliable
macro social indicators. Does an increase in family planning clinics indicate better
medical facilities?
Further, it is not easy to specify whether the individual actions initiated by a company
have improved the quality of life of a community, such individual actions may
ultimately be labelled as irrelevant, insignificant and sometimes, even unnecessary. In
any case, this approach helps all companies to evaluate their contributions to improving
social life on a rational basis.
(d) Social Performance Audit: In developed countries, several interest groups
including church groups, universities, mutual funds, and consumer activists
regularly measure, evaluate and rank socially responsive companies based on
their social performance. Regular opinion polls are carried out to find
companies that initiate social efforts proactively and earn the goodwill of the
general public.
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(e) Partial Social Audit: In this case, the company undertakes to measure a
specific aspect of its social performance ( e.g. environment, energy, human
resources) because it considers that aspect to be very important or because its
social efforts, for the time being, are confined to the area:


Environmental Audit: In developed countries, people protest violently if the
companies try to pollute the environment and the companies not only comply
with regulations but also proactively explore opportunities to recycle wastes
into useful products. An internal group constituted by the unit concerned
prepares a report about the way the environmental issues of importance are
being taken care of. This report is generally re-examined by an outside auditor
to see whether air/ water pollution measures, the release of toxic wastes, and
safety regulations have been complied with or not.



Energy Audit: to conserve energy sources, energy audits are undertaken to
investigate how energy is obtained, consumed and preserved.



Human Resource Accounting (HRA): The basic philosophy of HRA is that
human resources are assets and that the investment in acquiring, training, and
developing these resources should be accounted for as an asset. Conventional
accounting methods write off investments in human capabilities and values as
operating expenses and thereby understate the profit. The current value of a
company's human assets is not considered while computing expenses/revenues
and, as a result, the balance sheet does not portray the true and fair picture of the
company's state of affairs.

(f) Comprehensive Audit: It tries to measure, verify and evaluate the total
performance of the organization including its social responsibility activities. It
focuses mainly on management systems rather than on the actions or events
which are not so important. It aims at evaluating the quality of processes and the
information on which organizational decisions are taken.
10.10.

BENEFITS OF SOCIAL AUDIT

There are several benefits that Social Audit can bring to an organization. Some of them
are as follows:
(a) Enhanced credibility: Social Audit enhances the credibility of an organization
with its stakeholders. For a corporate enterprise, it could mean enhancement of
the brand image which could result in higher equity with stakeholders. In case
of a positive report from the Social Audit, the value added to the owners'
financial capital could far outweigh the auditing cost incurred.
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(b) Helps in policy decision: Based on the Social Audit findings, the policymakers
of the organization could re-strategize for course corrections to ensure that its
social impact is as intended.
(c) Positive support from stakeholders: Organizations that emerge with a positive
Social Impact through their objectives and actions tend to have higher
sustainability as they enjoy the support of the social environment in which they
operate.
(d) Increased social focus - tool for risk management: Organizations can better
manage their risks, as they can enhance their social focus by covering any
adverse social impacts highlighted by them in a social audit report.
10.11

HUMAN RESOURCE (HR) AUDIT

A human Resource Audit is a practice through which an organization inspects
and examines various aspects of its human resource management functions. Such
functions include human resource planning, recruitment and selection practices,
training and development programs, compensation and motivation efforts, performance
appraisal system, participative management, communication, welfare, safety and health,
industrial relations, trade unionism, and disputes management.
10.12. DEFINITION OF HUMAN RESOURCE (HR) AUDIT
According to Jack J. Phillips “A human resource audit is defined as an investigative,
analytical and comparative process that attempts to reflect the effectiveness of human
resource function”.
10.13. OBJECTIVES OF HR AUDIT
The important objectives of a human resource audit are as follows:
1. To review the whole organizational system of human resource practices, i.e.,
acquiring, developing, allocating and utilizing human resources in the
organization.
2. To analyse the factors involved in HRD and develop a statement of findings
with recommendations for correcting deviations, if any, on the following issues:
3. To seek explanations and information and answers to all such above questions
as what happened? Why did it happen?
4. To evaluate the effectiveness of various personnel policies and practices.
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5. To evaluate the extent of implementation of policies by line managers and the
operational problems faced by them in implementing HRD policies.
6. To study the current manpower inventory and identify shortfall or excess, if
any.
7. To modify the existing human resource practices to meet the challenges of
personnel human resource management.
8. To assist the rest of the organization by identifying the gap between objectives
and results.
9. To formulate plans for correcting deviations if any.
10.14. APPROACHES TO HR AUDIT
According to William Weather and Keith Davis, there are five approaches for
evaluation. Following are the approaches that can be adopted by an auditor to evaluate
the performance of the HR department:
 Comparative: In this approach, the auditor identifies any company usually the
competitor's company as a model. Then the results of the organization are
compared with that of the model company.
 Outside Authority: The auditor uses the standard set as a benchmark by the
outside consultant and then compares the organization's performance with that.
 Statistical: Under this approach, the auditor develops the statistical measures of
performance for the existing organization's information, such as turnover rates,
and absenteeism.
 Compliance: Here the auditor checks the past actions of the company to ensure
that those activities comply with the legal requirements and is in line with the
company's policy and procedures.
 Management by Objective: under this approach, the auditors check the
performance of HR personnel against the goals set by the top management. It is
recommended to have an HR audit once a year so that, the performance of the
HR department in terms of its recruitment and selection process, compensation
plan, grading system, layoff schemes and other HR functions can be checked.
By doing so, it can be ensured that Human resource practices are carried out at
their best and is reducing the organization's liability as a whole.
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10.15.

BENEFITS OF AUDIT

The team that is responsible for the audit should represent a cross-section of the
organization's staff, including line staff, middle and upper management and those
responsible for HR functions. It provides various benefits to the organization. These
are:
Getting the top management to think in terms of strategic and long-term business
plans: It may sound ironic that the HR audit should begin with such strategic plans, but
in some cases, it has compelled the top management to think about such plans. While
some companies started thinking about them, a few others started sharing these plans
with a larger number of people. Since the employees cannot participate in an HR audit
without some sharing of these plans, the audit has forced the top management to share
their plans which have resulted in increased employee involvement. In a few cases, a
new system of annual planning and sharing of business plans with the management
staff has been initiated to enable them to plan their activities and competency
development programmes.
Clarifying the role of the HR department and line managers in HRD: In almost all
cases, the HR audit has been found to draw the attention of employees at
various levels to the important role of the HR department in current as well as the
future. Enhanced role clarity of HR department and HR function and increased
understanding of line managers about their HR role have been the uniform results of
HR audit. The degree may vary from organization to organization depending on other
factors.
Streamlining of other management practices: Most often HR audit identifies the
strengths and weaknesses in some of the management systems existing in the
organization. It also points out the absence of systems that can enhance human
productivity and utilization of the existing competency base; for example, the MIS,
rules and procedures, etc. which may affect the functioning of the employees. In a few
cases, an HR audit has helped the management look at some of these sub-systems and
work procedures. Preparation of a manual of delegation of powers, clarification of roles
and responsibilities, developing or streamlining the manuals of financial and accounting
procedures and systems, strengthening the information systems, and sharing of
information are some of the resultant activities in this direction.
Better recruitment policies and more professional staff: An HR audit points out the
competence-base required. It sets the stage and gives direction for the competency
requirements of employees at various levels and thus provides a base for recruitment
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policies and procedures. In some companies, it has resulted in strengthening the
recruitment policies and procedures. As a result of the HR audit, new recruitment and
retention strategies have been worked out.
Changes in the styles of top management: One of the objectives of HR is to also
create a learning organization. A learning culture can be created only if the top
managers of the company exhibit an HR style of management. Such a style requires an
empowering attitude, a participative style of management, and an ability to convert and
use mistakes, conflicts and problems as learning opportunities. Some of the top-level
managers in India have been found to block employee motivation and learning through
coercive, autocratic and even paternalistic styles of management. In such cases, the HR
audit has pointed out the difficulties in developing and preparing the employees for the
future. This has helped to provide subtle feedback to the top management and to initiate
a change process.
Improvements in HR systems: The HR audit has helped most organisations in taking
stock of the effectiveness of their HR systems and in designing or re-designing the HR
systems. The most frequently changed or renewed systems include performance
appraisal, induction training, job rotation, career planning and promotion policies,
mentoring, communication, and training.
More planning and more cost-effective training: HR audits have been found to raise
questions about the returns on training. One of the aspects emphasized in the HR audit
is to calculate the investments made in training and ask questions about the returns. The
process of identifying training needs and utilization of training inputs and learning for
organisation growth and development are assessed. As direct investments are made in
training, any cost-benefit analysis draws the attention of the top management and HR
managers to review the training function with relative ease. One organization
strengthened its training function by introducing a new system of post-training followup and dissemination of knowledge to others through seminars and action plans. Many
organisations have developed training policies and systematized their training function.
Assessment of training needs has also become more scientific in these organisations.
Increased focus on human resources and human competencies: One of the results
of an HR audit is to focus on new knowledge, attitudes and skills
required by the employees in the organization. Comments are made about the technical,
managerial, human and conceptual competencies of the staff at various levels. This
differentiation has been found to help organisations identify and focus sharply on the
competency requirements and gaps. The audit establishes a system of role clarity and
fixing of accountabilities. This can take place through separate role clarity exercises or
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the development of an appropriate performance appraisal system. In any case, the
attention of the organization gets focused on developing the competency base of the
organization. More sensitivity is developed to the missing aspects of competencies. For
example, one organization has been found to neglect the human relations competencies
of their staff, resulting in a large number of human Problems leading to wastage of
time. Some of these got streamlined and various HR policies also got strengthened.
Strengthening accountabilities through appraisal systems and other mechanisms:
An HR audit can give significant input about the existing state of the accountabilities of
employees. This gets assessed through performance appraisals as well as through the
work culture and other cultural dimensions. Several organisations have introduced
systems of performance planning, sharing of expectations and documenting the
accountabilities of staff.
TQM interventions: Quality improvements and establishing TQM systems require a
high degree of employee involvement. In several cases, the HR audit has pointed out
the linkages between TQM and other developmental programmes and helped in
strengthening the same. Due to improvements in the training system, group work and
appraisal systems, TQM programmes have also improved. In a few organisations, the
performance appraisals have been so changed as to integrate quality aspects and
internal customer satisfaction dimensions into the appraisal system. Thus, an HR audit
leads to the strengthening of the quality systems. The HR manager is himself interested
in knowing the effectiveness of the HR department. It is not that the department is
infallible. Errors do happen, and procedures and practices become outdated. By
auditing itself, the department finds the problems before they become serious. If done
correctly, the audit process can build a strong rapport between the department and
operating managers, and it can reveal outdated assumptions that can be changed to meet
the department's objectives and future challenges.
10.16

FORENSIC AUDIT AND DEFINITION

Forensic Audit (FA) integrates accounting, auditing and investigative skills to
conduct investigations in a variety of fraud cases. The number of scandals related to the
accountancy and finance sector like Enron, Satyam, Worldtel and the stock market
scams of Harshad Mehta and Ketan Parekh, the need for better practices of accountancy
as well as auditing also increased.
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FORENSIC AUDIT = AUDIT + FORENSIC SCIENCE
According to Businessdictionary.com Forensic audit refers to the application of
accounting methods to the tracking and collection of forensic evidence, usually for the
investigation and prosecution of criminal acts such as embezzlement or fraud. Also
called forensic accounting.
The forensic auditors or fraud auditors have the responsibilities that are listed
below:
 Conducting Investigation;
 Analyzing Financial Transaction;
 Reconstruction of incomplete accounting records
 Embezzlement investigation;
10.17.

TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES OF FORENSIC AUDIT

1. Financial Statements
(a) Critical Point Auditing: This technique considers the symptoms of
fraud from regular transactions of the business which can be
manipulated by the officers. To find out these types of fraud, the
following methods can be used.






Scrutinize the unusual balances of the trade receivables & trade
payables
Trend analysis of financial transactions
Review of the internal control system of enterprise
Verify the classification of various items in the financial documents
Scrutinize the unusual fluctuations in the ledgers which are
inoperative for a long time

(b) Propriety Audit


Propriety audit is generally conducted by Supreme Audit Institutions
(SAI) to report on whether Government accounts, i.e., all
expenditures sanctioned and incurred are need-based and whether all
revenues due to Government have been realized in time and credited
to the government account or not.



Review of the transactions which are not disclosed in the financial
statements or have qualitative nature but have a substantial impact
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on the financial statements and ignorance of the same leads to fraud
transactions in future like the purchase of raw materials from
specific vendor only, variances found in costing records, alternation
in contractual terms, etc.


One of the different angles of propriety audit is Auditor's Reporting
under section 143(1) of The Companies Act, 2013.

2. Analysis of Physical & Electronic Evidence
(a) Altered & Fictitious Documents:


Physical examination of the documents as well as the system through
which they are generated
 Fingerprint analysis
 Ink Sampling & Signature analysis
 Document Checking
(b) Computer Forensics:


Hard Disk imaging i.e. creating a copy of data & store it as a virtual
hard disk
 E-mail analysis
 Using of Computer Aided Audit Techniques like spreadsheets,
databases, pivot table creation, etc. for data analysis.
3. Common sense tests:
Following described are the tests that give hints of the fraud that occurred or to occur:
(a) Juxtaposition Test: This test is useful in spotting forged documents by
putting them side by side i.e. by comparing both the documents.
(b) Test of Reasonableness: This test is used in determining the
reasonableness of the transactions that occurred or contracts executed by
the enterprise.
(c) Test of Replication of content: This test provides effective & best
evidence of falsification. In this test, various documents are checked
accurately since documents coming from two different sources cannot
make the same syntax error.
(d) Test of Impossibility: This test requires the review of impossible
events. For Example; Document/Contract signed by a person who is not
alive, Production over the installed capacity of machinery, etc.
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10.18.

AUDITING AND ASSURANCE STANDARDS (AAS)

Auditing standards represent a codification of the best practices of the profession,
which are already existing. Auditing standards help the members in the proper and
optimum discharge of their professional duties. Auditing standards also promote
uniformity in practice as also comparability.
In India, the auditing and Assurance Standards Board of the Institute of Chartered
Accountants of India (ICAI) formulates the auditing standards. The ICAI has issued
thirty-five auditing standards corresponding to the Engagement Standards issued by the
IAASB of the IFAC and three auditing standards are in the pipeline. A brief description
is given below.


AAS-1: Basic Principals governing an Audit

This Auditing and Assurance Standard was the first standard on auditing issued by the
Institute. As the name suggests, it seeks to lie down and briefly explain the basic
principles which govern the auditor's professional responsibilities and which should be
complied with whenever an audit is carried out. These principles are, namely, integrity,
objectivity and independence, confidentiality, skills and competence, work performed
by others, documentation, planning, audit evidence, accounting system and internal
control, and, finally, audit conclusions and reporting. This Auditing and Assurance
Standard becomes operative for all audits relating to accounting periods beginning on
or after April 1, 1985.


AAS-2: Objective and Scope of the Audit of Financial Statements

This Standard describes the overall objective and scope of the audit of generalpurpose financial statements of an enterprise by an independent auditor. The Standards
deals with the following important aspects of an audit: Objective of an Audit:
expression of opinion, the concept of true and fair view Responsibility for Financial
Statements: the responsibility of the management vis-a-vis auditor Scope of Audit:
factors determining scope, reliability and sufficiency of audit evidence, disclosure
aspects, undiscovered material misstatements, etc. Effective Date: -The Standard is
effective for all audits relating to accounting periods beginning on or after April 1,
1985.
 AAS-3: Documentation
The principle is that the auditor should document matters which are important in
providing evidence that the audit was carried out following the generally accepted
auditing standards in India. The Standard explains what constitutes working papers, and
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the need for working papers. The Standard also touches upon the following areas: Form
and Content: factors affecting form and content, the quantum of working papers,
permanent audit file, and current audit file. Ownership and Custody of Working Papers
Effective Date: -The AAS is effective for all audits relating to accounting periods
beginning on or after July 1, 1985.


AAS-4 (Revised): The Auditor's Responsibility to Consider Fraud and
Error in an Audit of Financial Statements

The Scope of AAS-4 includes fraud and error and their characteristics, the
responsibility of those charged with governance, the responsibility of management, the
responsibility of the auditor, the indication of possible misstatement, and evaluation and
disposition of misstatements. As the name indicates, the purpose of this AAS is to
establish standards on the auditor's responsibility to consider fraud and error in an audit
of financial statements. The following would give an overview of the contents of the
AAS: Fraud and error and their characteristics Responsibility of those charged with
governance Responsibility of management Responsibility of the auditor Indication of
possible misstatement Evaluation and disposition of misstatements. Effect on auditor's
report Documentation Management representations, Communication Auditor unable to
complete engagement The appendices to the AAS contain examples of risk factors
relating to misstatements resulting from fraud/ error, examples of modifications in
auditor's procedures, and indicators of possible fraud or error. AAS-4 is effective for all
audits relating to accounting periods beginning on or after April 1, 2003.
















AUDITING AND ASSURANCE STANDARDS
(AAS 1) Basic Principles Governing an Audit
(AAS 2) Objective and Scope of the Audit of Financial Statements
(AAS 3) Documentation
(AAS 4 Revised) The Auditor's Responsibility to Consider Fraud and Error in an
Audit of Financial Statements
(AAS 5) Audit Evidence
(AAS 6 Revised) Risk Assessment and Internal Control
(AAS 7) Relying Upon the Work of an Internal Auditor
(AAS 8) Audit Planning
(AAS 9) Using the Work of an Expert
(AAS 10) Using the Work of Another Auditor
(AAS 11) Representations by Management
(AAS 12) Responsibility of Joint Auditors
(AAS 13) Audit Materiality
(AAS 14) Analytical Procedures
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(AAS 15) Audit Sampling
(AAS 16) Going Concerned
(AAS 17) Quality Control for Audit Work
(AAS 18) Audit of Accounting Estimates
(AAS 19 ) Subsequent Events
(AAS 20) Knowledge of the business
(AAS 21) Consideration of Laws and Regulations in an Audit of Financial Statements
(AAS 22) Initial Engagements - Opening Balances
(AAS 23) Related Parties
(AAS 24) Audit Consideration relating to Entities Using Service Organizations
(AAS 25) Comparatives
(AAS 26) Terms of Audit Engagement's
(AAS 27) Communications of Audit Matters with those Charged with Governance
(AAS 28) The Auditor's Report on Financial Statements
(AAS 29) Auditing in a Computer Information Systems Environment
(AAS 30) External Confirmation
(AAS 31) Engagements to Compile Financial Information
(AAS 32) Engagements to Perform Agreed-Upon Procedures Regarding Financial
Information
(AAS 33) Engagement to Review Financial Statements
(AAS 34) Audit Evidence – Additional Consideration for Specific Items
(AAS 35) The Examination of Prospective Financial Information



AAS-5: Audit Evidence

According to AAS-5, the auditor should obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence
through compliance and substantive procedures to enable him to draw reasonable
conclusions therefrom on which to base his opinion on the financial information. It also
explains the concept of sufficient appropriate audit evidence, factors affecting it and
various types of assertions. AAS-5 also points out the methods of obtaining evidence.
This Auditing and Assurance Standard becomes operative for all audits relating to
accounting periods beginning on or after January 1, 1989.


Revised AAS-6 (Risk Assessment and Internal Control)

AAS-6 establishes Standards on the procedures to be followed to obtain an
understanding of the accounting and internal control systems and on audit risk and its
components: inherent risk, control risk and detection risk. This Auditing and Assurance
Standard becomes operative for all audits related to the accounting period beginning on
or after April 1, 2002.
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AAS-7: Relying on the Work of an Internal Auditor

The purpose of AAS-7 is to establish standards on the procedures that should be
adopted by the external auditor to assess the work of an internal auditor for placing
reliance upon that work. The AAS explains the scope and objective of the internal audit
function, the relationship between the internal and external auditor, aspects to be
considered in evaluating the internal audit function, coordination between the internal
and external auditor, and evaluating specific internal audit work. This Auditing and
Assurance Standard becomes operative for all audits relating to accounting periods
beginning on or after April 1, 1989.


AAS-8: Audit Planning

AAS-8 establishes standards on the principle that the auditor should plan his work
to enable him to conduct an effective audit efficiently and that the plan should be based
on the knowledge of the client's business. It explains the advantages of audit planning,
sources of obtaining knowledge of the client's business, topics on which discussion
with the client might be useful, factors to consider in the development of an overall
plan, development of an audit Programme etc. This Auditing and Assurance Standard
becomes operative for all audits relating to accounting periods commencing on or after
April 1, 1989.


AAS-9: Using the Work of an Expert

The main objective of AAS-9 is to explain the auditor's responsibility, and the
procedures the auditor should consider in, using the work of an expert as audit
evidence. It also states the concept of an expert', situations in which the need for using
the work of an expert might arise, factors to consider when deciding whether to use the
work of an expert or not, evaluation of the skills and competence and objectivity of an
expert, procedures for evaluating the work of an expert, references to an expert auditor's
report, etc. AAS-9 is effective for all audits relating to accounting periods beginning on
or after April 1, 1991.


Revised AAS-10: Using the work of another Auditor

The purpose of AAS-10 is to establish the procedures to be applied in situations
where an independent auditor reporting on the financial statements of the entity uses the
work of another auditor concerning the financial statements of one or more components
included in the financial statements of the entity. It also explains the procedures to be
adopted by the principal auditor when using the work of the other auditor', the need for
evaluating the professional competence of the other auditor, documentation,
coordination between the principal and another auditor, and reporting considerations for
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the principal auditor, and division of responsibility. Revised AAS-10 AAS is effective
for all audits relating to accounting periods beginning on or after April 1, 2002.


AAS-11: Representations by the Management

The main objective of AAS-11 is to explain standards on the use of management
representations as audit evidence. Besides, it also deals with the procedures to be
applied in evaluating and documenting management representations, and the action to
be taken if management refuses to provide appropriate representations. This Auditing
and Assurance Standard becomes operative for all audits relating to accounting periods
commencing on or after April 1, 1995.


AAS-12: Responsibility of Joint Auditors

The practice of appointing more than one auditor to conduct the audit of large
entities has been in vogue for a long time. Such auditors, known as joint auditors,
conduct the audit jointly and report on the financial statements of the entity. This AAS
also deals with possible bases of the division of work among joint auditors,
coordination among joint auditors, joint and several liabilities of joint auditors,
responsibility for obtaining and evaluating information and explanation from
management, responsibility for scrutiny of branch accounts and returns, need for a
review of work performed by one joint auditor or by another joint auditor (s), reporting
responsibilities, etc. This Auditing and Assurance Standard becomes operative for all
audits relating to accounting periods beginning on or after April 1, 1996.


AAS-13: Audit Materiality

Information is material if its misstatement (i.e., omission or erroneous statement)
could influence the economic decisions of users taken based on the financial
information. Materiality depends on the size and nature of the item, judged in the
particular circumstances of its misstatement. Thus, materiality provides a threshold or
cut-off point rather than being a primary qualitative characteristic that the information
must have if it is to be useful. The purpose of AAS-13 is to establish standards on the
concept of materiality and its relationship with audit risk. The auditor should consider
materiality and its relationship with audit risk when conducting an audit. This Auditing
and Assurance Standard becomes operative for all audits relating to accounting periods
beginning on or after April 1, 1996.
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AAS-14: Analytical Procedure

The analytical procedure means the analysis of significant ratios and trends,
including the resulting investigation of fluctuations and relationships that are
inconsistent with other relevant. To obtain audit evidence, the auditor performs one or a
combination of the following procedures such as: (a) Inspection, (b) Observation (c)
external confirmation (d) inquiry; (e) performance; (f) recalculation and (g) analytical
procedures. AAS-14 establishes standards for the application of analytical procedures
during an audit. As per AAS-14, the auditor must perform a risk assessment for the
identification and assessment of risks of material misstatement at the financial
statement and assertion level, and the risk assessment procedures should include
analytical procedures. The AAS is effective for all audits relating to accounting periods
beginning on or after April 1, 1997


AAS-15: Audit Sampling

The purpose of this Auditing and Assurance Standard (AAS) is to establish standards
for the design and selection of an audit sample and the evaluation of the sample results.
This AAS applies equally to both statistical and non-statistical sampling methods.
Either method, when properly applied, can provide sufficient appropriate audit
evidence. When using either statistical or non-statistical sampling methods, the auditor
should design and select an audit sample, perform audit procedures thereon, and
evaluate sample results to provide sufficient appropriate audit evidence. The AAS is
effective for all audits relating to accounting periods beginning on or after April 1,
1998.
 AAS-16: Going Concern
Paragraphs 5 and 6 of Auditing and Assurance Standard (AAS) 16, dealing with going
concerned, provide as follows: (5). The auditor should consider the risk that the going
concern assumption may no longer be appropriate; and (6). Indications of risk that
continuance as a going concern may be questionable could come from the financial
statements or other sources. Further, AAS 16 also mentions that non-compliance with
capital or other statutory requirements could be an example of an indication of the risk
that the going concern assumption may no longer be appropriate. The AAS is effective
for all audits relating to accounting periods beginning on or after April 1, 1999.


AAS-17: Quality Control for Audit Work

AAS-17 establishes standards on quality control policies and procedures of an audit
firm regarding audit work generally. It also provides procedures regarding the work
delegated to assistants on an individual audit. The AAS deals with such aspects of the
quality control for audit work, namely, objectives of the quality control policies to be
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adopted by the audit firm, direction to be provided to the assistants to whom work has
been delegated, supervision of the work being performed by the assistants, review of
the work being performed by assistants and factors to be considered therein. Effective
Date: This Auditing and Assurance Standard becomes operative for all audits relating
to accounting periods beginning on or after April 1, 1999.


AAS-18: Audit of Accounting Estimates

The purpose of this standard is to establish standards for the audit of accounting
estimates. An accounting Estimate refers to an approximation of the amount of an item
in the absence of a precise means of measurement. It deals with such aspects as the
nature of accounting estimates, audit procedures reviewing and testing the process used
by management, evaluation of data and consideration of assumptions, testing of
calculations, comparison of previous estimates with actual results, use of independent
estimates, review of subsequent events, and evaluation of results of audit procedures.
This Auditing and Assurance Standard becomes operative for all audits relating to
accounting periods beginning on or after April 1, 2000.


AAS-19: Subsequent Events

The purpose of this standard is to lay down the responsibility of the auditor in
respect of subsequent events. Subsequent events mean significant events occurring
between the balance sheet date and the date of the auditor's report. It also provides the
audit procedures for identification of relevant subsequent events, for example, reading
minutes, reviewing management procedures, inquiries of management and other
concerned persons, etc. The Standard also guides the auditor on his reporting
responsibilities in respect of subsequent events. This Auditing and Assurance Standard
becomes operative for all audits relating to accounting periods beginning on or after
April 1, 2000.


AAS-20: Knowledge of the Business

The purpose of this standard is to establish standards on what is knowledge of the
business, why it is important to the auditor, and to the audit, staff working on an
engagement. It also establishes standards on why knowledge of the business is relevant
to all phases of an audit and how the auditor obtains and uses that knowledge. This
Auditing and Assurance Standard becomes operative for all audits relating to
accounting periods beginning on or after April 1, 2000.
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AAS-21: Consideration of Laws and Regulations in an Audit of Financial
Statements

The purpose of this standard is to establish standards on the auditor's responsibility
regarding consideration of laws and regulations in an audit of financial statements. It
deals with such aspects as the responsibility of the management for compliance with
laws and regulations, auditor's consideration of compliance with laws and regulations,
audit procedures where non-compliance is discovered, communicating/reporting noncompliance to management/users of audited financial statements regulators, and
situations for withdrawal from engagement. This Auditing and Assurance Standard
becomes operative for all audits relating to accounting periods beginning on or after
July 1, 2000.


AAS-22: Initial Engagements-Opening Balances

The purpose of this standard is to establish standards regarding the audit of opening
balances in case of initial engagements. The term Initial engagements refer to the time
when the financial statements are audited for the first time or when the financial
statements for the preceding period were audited by another auditor. Opening balances
imply those account balances which exist at the beginning of the period. This Auditing
and Assurance Standard becomes operative for all audits relating to accounting periods
beginning on or after July 1, 2001.


AAS-23: Related Parties

AAS-23 establishes standards on the auditor's responsibilities and audit procedures
regarding related parties and related party transactions. It deals with the existence and
disclosure of related parties, and transactions. It deals with the existence and disclosure
of related parties, transactions, with related parties, examining unidentified related party
transactions, management representations, audit conclusions and reporting. This AAS is
effective for all audits relating to accounting periods commencing on or after April 1,
2001.
 AAS-24: Audit Considerations relating to Entities Using Service
Organizations
The purpose of this AAS is to establish standards for an auditor whose client uses a
service organization. It also explains the reports of the auditors of the service
organization, which may be obtained by the auditor of the client. Thus, it first describes
the concept of a “service organization" and then explains the considerations for the
auditor of the client, factors to be considered in determining the significance of the
activities of the service organization to the client and their relevance to audit, obtaining
necessary information from service organizations, auditor's procedures in case such
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information is insufficient etc. This Auditing and Assurance Standard becomes
operative for all audits relating to accounting periods beginning on or after April 1,
2003.
 AAS-25: Comparatives
AAS-25 establishes standards on the auditor's responsibilities regarding
comparatives. It does not deal with situations when summarized financial statements or
data are presented with the audited financial statements. The auditor should determine
whether the comparatives comply, in all material respects, with the financial reporting
framework relevant to the financial statements being audited. AAS-25 is effective for
all audits relating to accounting periods beginning on or after April 1, 2003.


AAS-26: Terms of Audit Engagement

The purpose of this AAS is to establish standards on agreeing to the terms of
engagement with the client and the auditor's response to a request by the client to
change the terms of an engagement to one that provides a lower level of assurance. It
explains the main contents of an audit engagement letter, audit engagement letter in
case of audit of components, and factors affecting an audit engagement letter in case of
recurring audits. It also discusses the duties and responsibilities of the auditors in case
of a change in engagement. This Auditing and Assurance Standard becomes operative
for all audits relating to accounting periods beginning on or after April 1, 2003.


AAS-27: Communications of Audit Matters with Those Charged with
Governance

The purpose of this Auditing and Assurance Standard (AAS) is to establish
standards on communications of audit matters arising from the audit of financial
statements between the auditor and those charged with governance of an entity. These
communications relate to audit matters of governance interest as defined in this AAS.
This AAS does not guide communications by the auditor to parties outside the entity,
for example, external regulatory or supervisory agencies. This AAS is effective for all
audits related to accounting periods commencing on or after April 1, 2003.


AAS-28: The Auditor's Report on Financial Statements

AAS-28 establishes standards on the form and content of the auditor's report issued
as a result of an audit performed by an auditor of the financial statements of an entity.
Much of the standards laid down by this AAS can be adapted to auditor's reports on
financial information other than financial statements. The auditor should review and
assess the conclusions drawn from the audit evidence obtained as the basis for the
expression of an opinion on the financial statements. This review and assessment
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involve considering whether the financial statements have been prepared following an
acceptable financial reporting framework applicable to the entity under audit. It is also
necessary to consider whether the financial statements comply with the relevant
statutory requirements. The auditor's report should contain a clean
the written expression of opinion on the financial statements taken as a whole. This
Auditing and Assurance Standard becomes operative for all audits relating to
accounting periods beginning on or after 1st April 2003.


AAS-29: Auditing in a Computer Information Systems Environment

A CIS environment exists when one or more computer(s) of any type or size is (are)
involved in the processing of financial information, including quantitative data, of
significance to the audit, whether those computers are operated by the entity or by a
third party. AAS-29 establishes standards on procedures to be followed when an audit
is conducted in a computer information systems (CIS) environment. It discusses skills
and competence needed by the auditor to conduct an audit of the CIS environment,
factors to consider while planning such an audit, peculiar features of a CIS
environment, assessment of risk, audit procedures to reduce audit risk, and
documentation in such audits. AAS-29 is effective for all audits relating to accounting
periods beginning on or after April 1, 2003.


AAS-30: External Confirmations

AAS-30 establishes standards on external confirmations which is an important form
of audit evidence. It deals with the relationship of external confirmation procedures to
the inherent and control risks assertions addressed by external confirmations, the timing
of external confirmations, design of the external confirmation request, nature of
information is confirmed, the form of confirmations - positive and negative,
characteristics of respondents, evaluation of the results of the confirmation process
management requests, etc. This Auditing and Assurance Standard becomes operative
for all audits relating to accounting periods beginning on or after 1st April 2003.


AAS-31: Engagements to Compile Financial Information

AAS-31 establishes standards on the professional responsibilities of an accountant
when an engagement to compile financial statements or other financial information is
undertaken. In such types of engagements, the accountant uses accounting expertise as
against auditing expertise to collect, classify and summarize financial information. The
procedures adopted by the accountant in carrying out a compilation engagement do not
enable him to express any assurance or opinion on that financial information. AAS-31
explains issues such as the objective of a compilation engagement, basic principles in a
compilation engagement, including the ethical requirements, the responsibility of the
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management, and the essential ingredients of the terms of a compilation engagement,
planning, documentation and procedural aspects of a compilation engagement. It also
deals with the special considerations in case of clients having an identified financial
reporting framework, clients having no financial reporting framework and situations of
non-compliance with the accounting standards by the client, estimates made by the
client. The AAS also provides detailed guidance as to the reporting aspects in a
compilation engagement. This Auditing and Assurance Standard becomes operative for
all audits relating to accounting periods beginning on or after 1st April 2004.


AAS-32: Engagements to Perform Agreed-upon Procedures Regarding
Financial Information

The objective of an agreed-upon procedures engagement is for the auditor to carry
out procedures of an audit nature to which the auditor and the entity and any
appropriate third parties have agreed and to report on factual findings. AAS-32
establishes standards on the auditor's professional responsibilities when an engagement
to perform agreed-upon procedures regarding financial information is undertaken and
on the form and content of the report that the auditor issues in connection with such an
engagement. It can also be used as a guide to performing agreed-upon procedures
regarding non-financial information The AAS-32, thus, provides detailed guidance to
the members as to the objectives of an agreed-upon procedures engagement, basic
principles involved in an agreed-upon procedures engagement, including ethical
principles, the essential aspects of the terms of the engagement. The AAS also deals
with the planning, documentation and procedures and evidence aspects of such
engagements. AAS-32 is effective for all audits relating to accounting periods
commencing on or after April 1, 2004.


AAS-33: Engagement to Review Financial Statements

The purpose of this Auditing and Assurance Standard (AAS) is to establish
standards and provide guidance on the auditor's professional responsibilities when an
engagement to review financial statements is undertaken and on the form and content of
the report that the auditor issues in connection with such a review. This AAS is directed
toward the review of financial statements. However, it is to be applied to the extent
practicable to engagements to review financial or other related information, for
example, interim financial statements prepared by an entity under Accounting Standard
(AS) 25, Interim Financial Reporting. This AAS is to be read in conjunction with the
“Framework of Statements on Standard Auditing Practices and Guidance Notes on
Related Services” issued by the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India. The AAS
is operative for all review engagements relating to accounting periods beginning on or
after 1 April 2005.
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AAS-34: Audit Evidence - Additional Consideration for Specific Items

The objective of this AAS is to establish standards on auditor's responsibilities, and
audit procedures and provide guidance, in addition to that provided in AAS-5, “Audit
Evidence", concerning certain specific financial statement amounts and other
disclosures. This AAS assists the auditor to obtain audit evidence concerning the
following aspects: (Part A): Attendance at Physical Inventory Counting; (Part B):
Inquiry Regarding Litigation and Claims; (Part C): Valuation and Disclosure of Long
Term Investments; (Part D): Segment Information. This AAS provides a detailed
insight into each of these aspects. It guides definition, procedures, management
representations and audit conclusions and reporting for each of these parts. This AAS
becomes operative for all audits related to accounting periods beginning on or after 1
April 2005.


AAS-35: The Examination of Prospective Financial Information

AAS-35 establishes standards and guides engagements to examine and report on
prospective financial information including examination procedures for best estimates
and hypothetical assumptions. An auditor obtains sufficient appropriate evidence to
determine whether management’s best estimates and assumptions on which the
prospective financial information is based are not unreasonable and they have been
properly prepared and presented and all material assumptions are adequately disclosed
and have been prepared consistently with historical financial statements using
appropriate accounting principles. This Auditing and Assurance Standard becomes
operative for all audits relating to reports on projections/forecasts issued on or after
01.04.2007.
10.19. AUDITING
ENVIRONMENT

AND

ELECTRONIC

DATA

PROCESSING

(EDP)

The Computerized Information System (CIS) environment or Electronic
Data Processing (EDP) environment means an environment where computers are
extensively used in an enterprise for the processing of significant financial information.
In other words, data processing done with the help of electronic computers is popularly
known as Electronic Data Processing (EDP) or Computerized Information System
(CIS) environment.
Auditing is important in an organization that has a computerized accounting
system to satisfy the owners of the business (shareholders) that the financial statement
presented to them is correct (present a true and fair view). Therefore, it is the external
auditor that is required to carry out this duty of examining the transactions and
reporting their findings to the shareholders and the public.
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EDP Environment and Auditing
The Computerized accounting system is the integration of different component
systems to produce computerised books of accounts and computer-generated
accounting records and documents. It is a system in which accountants enter financial
data into spreadsheets and other accounting software, and then mathematical algorithms
compute the information into the necessary ledgers and financial statements.
A computerized system also allows Accountants to create trending analyses, and
report any variances quickly and accurately. Additionally, transactions from all
company divisions are accessible through computerized accounting systems, giving
Accountants better access to financial information.
Benefits of EDP Audit
(a) Better records: records prepared by machines are neat and clean. It is more
legible, systematic and uniform.
(b) The monotony of audit work: Computerized audit reduces the monotony of
audit work:
(c) Reliability of audit: Computerized audit enhances the reliability of the audit
(d) Flexibility: Computerized audit ensures flexibility in the audit programme.
(e) Greater information: various types of information and statistical data
regarding the operation of the business can be easily collected.
(f) Interim accounts: interim accounts can be prepared without delay. This will
help the management to declare interim dividends.
(g) Analysis of data: once the basic information is fed into the computers, it can be
sorted in many different ways to provide an analysis of the statement.
(h) Avoid overtime: the work of accounts is done quickly, and the accounts can be
prepared without any loss of time.
(i) Speed: the work of recording transactions, and preparing books, and accounts
can be done with greater speed.
(j) Greater accuracy: the chances of arithmetical errors and human errors are
reduced to the minimum.
(k) Encourages Decentralization: EDP environment encourages decentralization
of the processing of data. Thus, the reports, required by the management can be
obtained at any time and the management can take quick action based on such
reports.
(l) Decisions on behalf of the management: Decision-making is a vital function
of the top management. Marginal costing techniques and operations research
techniques are mere tools used by the management for decision-making.
(m) Greater economy: under the mechanized accounting system, work can be done
with minimum staff, at minimum cost.
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(n) Reduction in audit fee: the workload of audit works is reduced by the
computers. Hence the computerized audit reduces audit costs.
(o) Accepted by the Income Tax authorities: The audited balance sheets and
other financial statements are now accepted by the Income Tax authorities and
by the Registrar of Companies in electronic media.
As the EDP environment develops, its advantages also keep increasing. The above are
only some of the advantages in the field of accounting and auditing in the EDP
environment.
Problems Faced in the EDP Audit
There are several disadvantages of the computerized accounting system. They may
include the following:
(a) Compatible: Not all software may be compatible with the things that you need
to do when conducting your accounting business.
(b) Costly: The cost of computers and associated equipment are much more costly
when compared to manual processing equipment, such as pens and pencils.
(c) Technological complexity: Technological complexity of computers and their
associated equipment makes them more difficult to learn and maintain when
compared to equipment for manual information processing.
(d) Infrastructure: The use of computers requires additional infrastructures, such
as power supply and software backup. This increases the chances of problems
due to the failure of these infrastructures.
(e) Failures of the computer system: It is more serious and difficult to correct,
e.g. once scratched on a hard disk can make the complete data on the disk
inaccessible. In comparison, manual system faults have comparatively limited
impact.
(f) It is not suitable for small business forms.
(g) Difficulties to detect errors and frauds.
(h) Absence of supporting vouchers:
(i) Storage problem:
(j) Computer frauds and computer viruses:
(k) Easy to make alterations:
(l) It creates unemployment:
(m) Absence of input documents:
(n) Lack of visible output
(o) Coding problem.
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10.20. LET US SUM UP
Environmental auditing is a systematic, documented, periodic and objective process in
assessing an organization's activities and services about: Assessing compliance with
relevant statutory and internal requirements. A social audit is a process of reviewing
official records and determining whether state reported expenditures to reflect the
actual monies spent on the ground. Human Resource Audit is a comprehensive method
of objective and systematic verification of current practices, documentation, policies
and procedures prevalent in the HR system of the organization. A forensic audit is an
examination and evaluation of a firm's or individual's financial records. During a
forensic audit, an auditor seeks to derive evidence that could potentially be used in
court. A forensic audit is used to uncover criminal behaviour such as fraud or
embezzlement.
10.21. KEYWORDS













Environmental Audit: Environmental auditing is essentially an environmental
management tool for measuring the effects of certain activities on the
environment against set criteria or standards.
Statutory Auditor: Statutory auditor is a title used in various countries to refer
to a person or entity with an auditing role, whose appointment is mandated by
the terms of a statute.
Waste Audit: A waste audit is a physical analysis of waste composition to
provide a detailed understanding of problems, identify potential opportunities,
and give you a detailed analysis of your waste composition.
Work-Life Balance: The division of one's time and focus between working and
family or leisure activities.
Social Audit: Social audit is a process of reviewing official records and
determining whether state reported expenditures to reflect the actual monies
spent on the ground.
Human Resource Audit: Human Resource Audit is a comprehensive method
of objective and systematic verification of current practices, documentation,
policies and procedures prevalent in the HR system of the organization.
Total Quality Management: The continual process of detecting and reducing
or eliminating errors in manufacturing, streamlining supply chain management,
improving the customer experience, and ensuring that employees are up to
speed with training.
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10.23.
Q 01:
Q 02:
Q 03:
Q 04:

MODEL QUESTIONS
What are the characteristics and types of the environmental audit?
Discuss the objectives and types of Social Audit.
Give a brief note on the approaches of Human Resource Audit.
What are the tools and techniques of Forensic Audit?
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